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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

Lawrence Chen
Greetings from Sweden! I am writing to you from Göteborg where I am currently with the Photonics Laboratory in the Department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience at Chalmers University of Technology (visitor
of Prof. Victor Torres-Company) as part of my sabbatical leave. Recently, I was fortunate enough to attend
Optics and Photonics in Sweden, an annual event that
brings together researchers, scientists, and engineers
from academia and industry. The meeting featured two
keynote presentations on semiconductor photosensing
(by Prof. Dr. Peter Seitz) and graphene photonics and
optoelectronics (by Prof. Andrea Ferrari). University
researchers described their latest developments on a
variety of topics, from biophotonics, to optical metrology, to silicon photonics, to o ptical communications
and industry reported new technologies and products.
Overall, there were more than 150 attendees and I certainly had the occasion to learn about all the photonics
activities taking place in the country (Thor Labs is just
a two minute walk from my apartment!).
For those of you that do not have such an opportunity to hear about the exciting research activities taking place around the world, particularly in strategic
research centers/clusters, in the next issues, the Newsletter will try to connect you virtually to these groups.
For this month, we provide an overview of the research
directions, key achievements, and impact that three
different centers-in the US, Europe, and Australia-have
had on the scientific and industrial communities. Prof.
Ben Eggleton describes fundamental and applied research from nanomaterials to quantum integrated photonics to terabit per second communications undertaken at the Center for Ultrahigh Bandwidth Devices
and Optical Systems (CUDOS), a Research Center of
Excellence in Australia. Dr. Simon Andrews describes
a very unique setup, the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied
Photonics in Glasgow, Scotland, which was established
as a means to transfer photonics technology developed
in university research labs to industry. Finally, Dr.
Chan et al. provide an overview of a US initiative to
develop photonics-based tools and instruments for use
in medicine and biology. They review the formation of
an NSF Center for Biophotonics Science and Technology which then evolved to the Center for Biophotonics
(C4B) at UC Davis.
I hope you enjoy learning more about the various activities undertaken around the world in all areas of photonics. As always, I welcome your feedback and suggestions. In the meantime, I would like to wish you and
your family the very best for the holiday season and a
Happy New Year.
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President’s
Column
Dalma Novak
“Scientific work must not be considered from the point of view of the
direct usefulness of it. It must be done for itself, for the beauty of science, and then there is always the chance that a scientific discovery may
become like the radium, a benefit.”
— Marie Curie

IPS Around The Globe
I am writing this column having just returned from some
recent globetrotting to participate in the Photonics Society’s
diverse portfolio of conferences: the European Conference on
Optical Communications (ECOC) in Cannes, France; the IEEE
Photonics Conference (IPC) in La Jolla, California; and The
International Topical Meeting on Microwave Photonics in Sapporo, Japan. Other than luggage not arriving when it was supposed to, all the conferences were highlights. The technical
sessions were enlightening, the meetings very productive, and
it was particularly energizing to have the opportunity to engage with so many of our members and volunteers.
Recently I wrote about a new outreach program to help
provide more direct support for our Chapters. The Society has
initiated Chapter Leadership Forums to enable Chapter volunteers to come together and meet with Society staff and other
volunteers to discuss activities, future plans, best practices, issues, as well as membership development and collaboration opportunities. At ECOC we had the opportunity to hold the first
of these sessions with the second taking place during IPC. It
was pleasing to see how many of our Chapter volunteers have
so far been able to participate in the Forums. The meetings
have generated a lot of discussion and valuable feedback with
some very interesting ideas put forward about how the Society can help facilitate Chapter interactions and collaboration.
These Chapter outreach sessions will continue to be held annually at several of our conferences around the world and we
expect the next one to be held in the Asia-Pacific region in the
next few months.
Another of our new outreach initiatives that took place at
this year’s IPC was the official kick-off of the Women in Photonics (WiP) program. Our goal in launching this effort is to
develop and promote activities that encourage and support
the participation, engagement, retention, and advancement of
women in the photonics community. In creating this program,
the Society has been working closely with IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE) and we were delighted that Keyana Tennant,
Program Manager for WIE, was able to attend our inaugural
WiP activity. It was inspiring to see so many members of the
photonics community support this initiative by attending the
Women in Photonics reception at IPC, and there is a special
feature on the event elsewhere in this newsletter.
IPC is always a busy conference for volunteers since the
Society’s various governance meetings take place during the
week. At October’s Board of Governor’s (BoG) meeting, we
had the opportunity to thank our BoG members who were
December 2014

completing their terms: VP of Finance and Administration
Chennupati Jagadish, VP of Publications Robert Tkach, as
well as elected members Sébastien Bigo, Andrew Kirk, Fumio
Koyama, and Peter Smowton. Newly elected BoG members
were also announced: Benjamin Eggleton, Kazuo Hagimoto,
Christina Lim, and Pascale Nouchi along with incoming VP of
Finance and Administration Madeleine Glick, and VP of Publications Catrina Coleman. Finally, Kent Choquette was announced as the 2015 President-Elect and will start his term in
2016. I am excited to welcome aboard the new BoG members
and you will have the opportunity to learn more about them in
upcoming newsletters.
The Society’s annual Awards presentation also takes place
at IPC. As President, I had the great pleasure and honor of
presenting the Society’s five major awards to the winners during this year’s ceremony. The Aron Kressel Award was given
to Mitsuru Sugawara, Keizo Takemasa, and Kenichi Nishi for
their pioneering contributions to the development of temperature-insensitive quantum dot lasers, and their commercialization and mass-production for optical communication systems.
Yong-Hee Lee was presented with The Engineering Achievement Award for his pioneering research on the photonic crystal
nanolaser and the proton implant vertical cavity surface emitting laser. The Quantum Electronics Award was given to Robert W. Boyd for his contributions to nonlinear optics, including
room temperature slow light and the nonlinear optics of composite materials, and the William Streifer Scientific Achievement Award was presented to Gadi Eisenstein for fundamental
contributions to the dynamical properties of semiconductor lasers and amplifiers. The recipient of the Society’s Distinguished
Service Award was one our long-standing volunteers, Filbert J.
Bartoli, who was honored for his valuable contributions to the
areas of Governance, Publications, and Conferences.
During the Awards ceremony, I also had the opportunity to
personally congratulate our new Society IEEE Fellows, our retiring Distinguished Lecturers, Journal Editors-in-Chief, and
BoG members, as well as the winners of our Graduate Student
Fellowships. The Chapter Awards honoring the achievements
of our Chapters were also announced.

Photonics In The News Again
The last few months have seen some significant publicity
for the field of photonics and our technical community. The
Society was thrilled to hear the news in early October that
two of our members were winners of the 2014 Nobel Prize in
Physics. The Prize was awarded to Isamu Akasaki from Meijo
University and Nagoya University, Japan, Hiroshi Amano
from Nagoya University, Japan, and Shuji Nakamura from
University of California, Santa Barbara. All three winners
are IEEE members and both Dr Amano and Dr Akasaki are
(continued on page 21)
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Research Highlights

The Australian Research Council Centre of
Excellence for Ultrahigh bandwidth Devices for
Optical Systems (CUDOS)
Benjamin J. Eggleton, Director, ARC Centre of Excellence for Ultrahigh
bandwidth Devices for Optical Systems, School of Physics, University of
Sydney, Australia, www.Cudos.org.au
Introduction
In 2002, the Australian Research Council, the agency that
funds curiosity-motivated research in Australian universities
leading to the discovery of new ideas and the advancement
of knowledge, introduced the Centres of Excellence program
(http://www.arc.gov.au/ncgp/ce/ce_default.htm). Researchers
across different universities, industry, and other publicly funded research organisations were encouraged to build centres of
critical mass to conduct transformational research in areas of
national priority. Formal relationships with international institutes were encouraged.
The first round of applications for Centres of Excellence
was in 2002. CUDOS—the Centre for Ultrahigh bandwidth
Devices for Optical Systems—was one of eight successful applicants with an ambitious program to develop a photonic
‘chip’ for all-optical signal processing. Ben Eggleton returned
to Australia from his role as Director of Photonic Devices Research at Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies and OFS Laboratories to take up the post of foundation Director, a position
he still holds concurrently with an ARC Laureate Fellowship at
the University of Sydney. The team he assembled with Deputy
Director Yuri Kivshar (Australian National University) pursued a program of theory and experimental research in ultrafast optics and ultrahigh bandwidth optical signal processing,
nonlinear photonics, and microphotonic structures including
two and three-dimensional photonic crystals. Strong modelling and theory in each area complemented the experimental
efforts. Two of the Australian Chief Investigators (Eggleton
and Arthur Lowery of Monash University) are IEEE Fellows, as
are Partner Investigators Roel Baets (U Gent), Juerg Leuthold
(ETH Zurich), Steven Duvall (Silanna Semiconductor), Franz
Kaertner (University of Hamburg), Shu Namiki (AIST Japan),
and Sir John Pendry (Imperial College).
By the end of its eight year period of funding, CUDOS
was a Centre of international repute in nonlinear photonics
and photonic signal processing with a well-networked, critical mass of expertise and capabilities, which had succeeded in
demonstrated a platform for all-optical processing at terabits
per second. This achievement drew on ground-breaking research in nonlinear optical phenomena in chalcogenide waveguides, direct-written Bragg waveguide lasers, 3D photonic
lattices with optical confinement, slow light on a sub-100 nm
scale, and dynamically-tunable microphotonic circuitry. The
4
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team that achieved these results comprised over 100 researchers and students at six campuses in Australia (The University
of Sydney, Macquarie University, University of Technology
Sydney, the Australian National University, Swinburne University, and RMIT University) and international collaborators
in the UK, Denmark, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the US,
and Japan.
In 2011 we assembled a team of researchers from academia and industry with an even greater global span (see Fig 1)
to commence a further seven year program of research. We
aimed to develop integrated photonic circuitry for quantum
photonics, mid infrared photonics, and high bit rate coherent
optical communications. We initiated two new programs in
functionalised metamaterials and nanoplasmonics with a view
to integrating their outcomes into a next generation nanoscale
photonic circuit. We also investigated ways of integrating
these different materials into heterogeneous ‘hybrid’ photonic
circuitry. The linkages between these programs are illustrated
in Figure 2.
At this halfway point in the Centre’s seven year program we
discuss our achievements to date and our plans for the future.
Further information including details for all Centre programs
and names and roles of our key investigators, who lead the projects reviewed in this paper, can be found at www.cudos.org.au.

Research project: Functionalised
metamaterials
Our overarching science aim in this project is to design, create,
and utilise metamaterials for photonic signal processing. Metamaterials are composite materials fabricated with nanoscale features
to create optical properties not observed in nature, with tuneable
and enhanced nonlinear properties that can be designed for novel
advanced photonic signal processing applications on a chip. Progress in this area is discussed in a recent review paper [1].
December 2014

Metamaterials with negative
refraction at optical communications wavelengths have nanoscale
feature sizes. We fabricate these
using techniques including ion
beam milling, electron beam lithography, thin film deposition,
and nano-plate transfer. Examples of nanostructures fabricated
using these approaches are shown
in Figure 3. We also combined
Japan
direct laser writing with electron
Europe
USA and Canada
beam lithography to fabricate 3D
metamaterials [2].
In parallel with this fabrication effort we studied both
theoretically and experimentally
the nonlinear optical properties
of our metamaterials, including optical switching, frequency
conversion, and spontaneous
photon generation. We also investigated approaches to creating tunable and optically active
metamaterials. As an example,
we designed and built a metamaterial based on flexible conNodes in Australia
ducting helices, see Fig. 4. This
metamaterial can be self-tuned, Figure 1. (top) CUDOS researchers, students, and administrative staff at the 2014 Workshop;
leading to controllable changes (bottom): the global locations of CUDOS-aligned researchers indicating the institutions of the
in the resonance frequency [3, Chief, Partner and Associate investigators. Australian research nodes are in Sydney (University
4]. Our results open up a way of Sydney, Macquarie University, University of Technology Sydney, Finisar Australia, Silanna
to exploit the effect of nonlinear Semiconductor), Canberra (Australian National University), and Melbourne (Swinburne Unichirality for polarisation conver- versity, RMIT University, and Monash University).
sion, beam splitting and moduWe studied Airy surface plasmon beams in depth since these
lation, and nonlinear chiral negative refraction, as well as
surface plasmon polaritons do not diffract when propagating
nonlinear chiral optomechanics.
along parabolic trajectories and, when faced with an obstacle in
Research project: Nanoplasmonics
their path, are capable of self-healing any distortion that occurred
By introducing metals into the nanostructures we fabricate,
as a result of passing through the obstacle. We succeeded [6, 7]
we can confine and localise the electromagnetic field to the
in controlling the trajectory of these beams by incorporating a
surface of the conductor because of the high refractive invariable thickness dielectric film onto a metal surface to create an
dex of the metal. This tight confinement of the electric field
effective-refractive-index gradient, see Fig 5.
shrinks the scale of the interaction between the field and the
We investigated the fabrication of nanoplasmonic-based
surrounding media and significantly enhances it, leading to
functional elements of a photonic circuit including a miniature
efficient device functionality. We are investigating three key
antenna [8] and a miniature chiral beam splitter [9]. Our work
areas of nanoplasmonics science: first, innovative nano-fabinitially focused on nanoplasmonic networks on a dielectric subrication technologies; second, the fundamental properties of
strate to separate the two circularly polarised beams. However,
plasmonic elements: loss, gain, nonlinearity and chirality; and
it is when these dielectric networks are converted to metallic
third, nanoplasmonics building blocks for eventual inclusion
structures that the true benefit of the networks is unleashed. We
in chip-based devices.
believe that the resulting devices will be smaller, have broadIn 2013 we published a world-record three-dimensional fabband operation, and have stronger extinction ratios than their
dielectric counterparts.
rication feature size of 9 nm [5]. We also showed that three dimensional, multilayered structures with a 25 nm feature size were
readily achievable with the technique, opening up new degrees of
Research project: Hybrid Integration
freedom in nanoplasmonics design, for example by enabling the reThe ultimate vision of all optical processing is that of a single
alisation of nanoshell geometries that can be used to enhance mode
photonic integrated circuit in which blocks for low-power nonoverlap into active dielectrics.
linear processing, compact passive functionality, and optical
December 2014
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amplification are monolithically integrated using different
materials, each optimised for specific functions. We expect
to integrate not just passive and active bulk materials (silica,
silicon, polymer, lithium niobate, chalcogenide, for example),
but metamaterials and nanoplasmonic structures. Much of the
research involves ways in which light can be coupled from one
material to another in a compact, low-loss fashion [10]. This
challenge is especially relevant for CUDOS because many of
our demonstrations of all-optical nonlinear signal processing
are in waveguides made of chalcogenide glass, which we have
shown to have many qualities suitable for this application [11].
The challenge of low-loss coupling was addressed by developing waveguides with optical gain to compensate the losses
from all-optical functions, for example, signal re-shaping. We
dope our chalcogenide waveguides with optically-active Erbium ions to obtain excellent passive properties such as propagation loss (total insertion loss of less than 4dB) and promising
photoluminescence properties (lifetime of more than 1ms and
strong signal).
In another approach [12], we combined a passive chalcogenide waveguide and Er-doped TeO2 into a structure capable of
having high nonlinear coefficient but maintaining anomalous
dispersion as well as having gain to compensate for propagation loss. Figure 6 shows the cross-section and the gain for our
design. Near zero loss was achieved at low signal level.
Research in photonic chip design across CUDOS is now at
a level where a unified approach is required for the specification, design, simulation, realization, and testing of photonic
chip devices. The IPKISS design package [13] developed by

our collaborators at the Photonics Research Group at Gent
University in Belgium is well-suited for our purposes, but was
created for silicon photonics. We extended IPKISS so that it
can be used to for other non-silicon photonic platforms within
CUDOS including titanium in-diffused lithium niobate and
chalcogenide ribs and nanowires. We created interfaces between IPKISS and several custom and commercial simulation
tools that are popular within CUDOS and across the photonic
chip research community so that the designs generated in IPKISS can be simulated effectively. We have interfaced this design software to our e-beam lithography system allowing direct
generation of photonic chips from the IPKISS designs.

Research project: Quantum Integrated
Photonics
There is intense international interest in using photons to carry secure information in a quantum state over long distances
and as qubits in quantum computers. We aim to contribute to
this effort by developing a flexible integrated platform for the
generation and processing of photonic quantum states through
nonlinear and tunable devices. In particular we aim to generate
photons using highly nonlinear waveguides with measurable
quantum properties, and to prepare and analyse these photonic
quantum states in integrated waveguides.
Our research builds on our ability to write complex three
dimensional waveguides in solid material using a direct laser
write approach [14], and the use of chalcogenide waveguides
for the generation of correlated photon pairs at very low powers
via four-wave mixing [15].

Optical communications
Telecommunications,
microwave photonics
ECL

BPF PC
1531 nm

SPS

Quantum integrated photonics
Secure communications, computing,
metrology

Hybrid integration

PM
2mFMF

1551 nm MMUX, MMUX2 1551 nm
1561 nm SSPD

SSPD

POL

Midinfrared photonics
(λ~2-10 microns)
Sensing, astronomy, defence, health

Nanophotonics
Nanophotonic circuit

Figure 2. Schematic of CUDOS program structure showing relationships to the next generation photonic circuit.
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Our research into photon sources mainly concentrates on
the use of spontaneous four-wave mixing in integrated waveguides to generate pairs of photons. When one photon of a pair
is detected it informs us of the presence of its partner, forming a heralded single photon source. This production of paired
photon sources is random and infrequent. To overcome this we
multiplexed a number of heralded single photon sources on
one chip. We observe which of these sources generates a heralded photon at any time and actively switch that generated photon to one single output while routing non-heralded photons
elsewhere. In doing so we are moving closer to a source that
generates photons when required. Our proof-of-principle demonstration [16] used two silicon photonic crystal waveguides
and an opto-ceramic switch to increase the output photon rate
whilst maintaining a fixed signal-to-noise ratio. Fig 7 is a schematic photon-on-demand source based on this approach.
Quantum secure communications needs not just single photons but a means of transporting them through an optical communications network. We used mode multiplexing to couple
heralded single photons to multiple modes of a few-mode fibre
and extract them after transmission. We then used the same
approach to multiplex a single photon channel and a “classical” channel onto two spatial modes of the same fibre [17]: no
degradation was seen in the single photon signal-to-noise (see
figure 8). This shows that quantum and classical communication can propagate simultaneously in a network.

Research project: terabit per
second photonics

December 2014

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. (a–c) Metamaterials fabricated by electron-beam
lithography. (a) Split-ring resonator (SRRs) metamaterials;

(b) cut-plate pairs metamaterials. (c) fishnet negative-index
metamaterials. (d) Nano-templated multilayer fishnet metamaterials fabricated by transfer printing.

ξr

1
2wr
Transmission

The Centre has a long-standing program in ultrahigh bandwidth photonics,
with particular interest in nonlinear approaches to all-optical signal processing
using chalcogenide waveguides [11].
Over the last few years we broadened
our research goals to develop photonic
solutions that both surpass the speed of
electronics and are less power-hungry.
We aim to achieve this through breakthrough science in the areas of slowlight, integrated nanophotonics, linear
and nonlinear optical signal processing,
digital signal processing and coherent
modulation formats, metamaterials and
plasmonics.
This breakthrough science has led to
concrete achievements. We developed
and successfully demonstrated a universal transmitter [18] for the generation and transmission of a multi-terabit
OFDM signal through a long-haul link.
We demonstrated a novel approach to
compensating for the nonlinear distortion that a polarisation-multiplexed
signal experiences when propagating
through a transmission link by placing
a nonlinear phase-conjugating optical
element at the transmitter side. We saw
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Figure 4. (a) A single helical resonator and the corresponding experimental transmission spectra of the lattice of such resonators, observed at various levels of input power
[3]. (b) Conceptual layout of a metamaterial with rotational “meta-atoms.” The induced
electromagnetic torque between the resonators changes the mutual twist angle j between the rings, connected by an elastic wire [4].
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This field of research is closely tied to exploitation by industry. We are fortunate to have a long-standing collaboration with
Finisar Australia that has enabled us to investigate opportunities
in one of the most exciting of recent innovations in communication systems—spatial division multiplexing [21].
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Research project: Mid infrared Photonics

(a)

Gradient

The mid infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum—
loosely speaking, wavelengths longer than 2 nm and shorter
than 20 nm—has long been of interest for applications that
range from astronomy through environmental sensing to
health diagnostics. The development of widely-usable instrumentation has been hampered by the paucity of optical sources
and detectors, and the technical complexity of building compact instrumentation.
We succeeded in generating mid IR radiation as both
narrow-band fibre laser-based sources and as broad band supercontinuum radiation. We used fluoride fibres doped with
holmium to generate laser radiation around 3 nm [22], which
we succeeded in running single mode by laser-inscribing
Bragg gratings in the fibre (see figure 9) and in mode locking
through use of a saturable absorber [23].
It is possible to tune the wavelength of these lasers by a
small amount, but for broader coverage of the mid IR spectrum
an alternative approach is required. We succeeded in generating a ‘supercontinuum’ of broad band radiation by pumping
dispersion-engineered waveguides of silicon and chalcogenide
at a wavelength in the anomalous dispersion regime. These
materials have high nonlinear coefficients and relatively low
loss in the spectral regions where supercontinuum radiation
is generated.
We generated supercontinuum over 1.9 to 4.9 nm in dispersion-engineered silicon waveguides with a sapphire substrate [24].
The sapphire substrate allows for extension of the long wavelength
edge into the mid-IR by ~1000 nm compared to silicon-on-silica
wave guides. Extension to longer wavelengths was not possible in

10 μm

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of sample construction for demonstration of airy beam manipulation including grating coupler and
PMMA effective-index gradient. (b) Near-field leakage radiation
image of airy surface plasmon beams with and without the presence of the effective-index gradient [6, 7].

significantly improved output bit-error rate (BER) a fter 728
km of transmission compared to the uncompensated transmission [19].
All-optical signal processing is still under active investigation. In collaboration with Prof. Thomas Krauss at York University, we demonstrated [20] phase sensitive amplification
(PSA) in a record short slow light photonic crystal waveguide
in silicon. PSA is a process that could enable regeneration—undoing signal distortions—of phase modulated communication
signals as well as amplification without incurring the >3 dB
noise penalty of insensitive amplifiers. Our result demonstrates
an approach to achieving PSA on a scale suitable for integration
on a photonic chip.
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Figure 6. Anomalously dispersive hybrid waveguide with Er:TeO2 and As2S3 waveguide (left) waveguide cross-section structure and
(right) gain measurement pumped at 1480 nm to achieve internal gain to compensate for propagation loss [12].
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silicon because of 3, 4, 5, and even 6-photon absorption in silicon [25]. This shortcoming can be addressed in chalcogenide
waveguides [26]. We used a 4 nm OPAbased femtosecond source to pump a
chalcogenide waveguide with anomalous
dispersion from 3.1 nm to 5.8nm and succeeded in generating a broad super continuum containing about 20 mW of average
power from 1.75 nm to >8 nm (see figure
10). The brightness of this source per unit
bandwidth is around 100 times that of a
typical synchrotron.

The future

Multiplexed
heralded single
photon output

Signal-to-noice ratio

Heralded single photons (Hz)

The success of CUDOS is testimony to
Noise
the benefits of collaborative research. The
port
Centre has achieved much in research
N silicon
Integrated
Fiber ODL
Low loss PLZT
PhCWs
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outcomes, acted as a teaching and trainNx2 switch
ing centre par excellence for the next generation of researchers, and brought together Figure 7. A schematic of the multiplexing of heralded photon sources to generate
a critical mass of researchers in an area of photons on-demand. The orange region corresponds to our proof-of-principle
substantial international interest. Within experiment [16].
Australia the Centre has stimulated investments in buildings and research infrastructure in the hundreds of millions of dollars: examples include the Australian Institute of Nanoscience at the University
Single photons &
of Sydney [27] and the Advanced Technologies Centre at Swinclassical
cal light launched
burne [28].
in different modes
m=+
2
+2
Our research has evolved to a point where the outcomes have
m=+
+1
1
demonstrated potential for application and commercial exploim=0
m = +2
2
tation. A key aspect of our program over the next three years
m=+
1
+1
therefore will be the development and integration of tools and
Single photons &
extracted
classical light extr
m=0
facilities to design and fabricate highly complex yet reliable
separated
and separate
photonic chips with unprecedented functionality, in particular
(a)
optical nonlinearity and gain. We will make available to endusers for the first time new high performance platforms incor40
3.0
3
porating amorphous silicon, Tellurium Dioxide, Chalcogenide
35
glass, state of the art waveguide lithium niobate platforms, and
2.5
2
30
direct write glass waveguides. Our chalcogenide capabilities,
2.0
2
which have underpinned many of our demonstrations of non25
linear phenomena in photonic circuits, will be put on a more
1.5
1
20
industry-like foundry basis.
15
We expect that our research in metamaterials and nano1.0
1
plasmonics will progress to the point where for the first time
10
0.5
0
photonic circuitry will incorporate these materials. Our high
5
speed photonics research will result in devices that support in0.0
0
0
teroperability between the many new modulation formats now
–40 –35 –30 –25 –20 –15 –10
proposed. We will work within the industry constraints that
Classical output power (dBm)
networks have high capacity, be agnostic of signal format, and
(b)
operate at low power. We will identify and develop novel devices fitting within these parameters that are suitable for system integration.
Figure 8. Mode multiplexing allows the transmission of photons
We anticipate that the next three years will see the developon multiple modes of a fibre, shown schematically in (a). When
ment of components of a future quantum internet including
a single photon channel is combined with a classical signal on
on-demand chip-scale photon sources and state-of-the-art onan orthogonal mode there is minimal degradation in the signalchip few-photon manipulators, ultimately integrating both on
to-noise ratio or the extracted heralded photon rate as the clasa single device.
sical power is varied [17].
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We aim to develop commercial-ready CW and sub ps 3 nm
mode locked fibre lasers, and a 3–12 nm supercontinuum
source based on chalcogenide technology. We also expect
significant interest from manufacturers of analytical instrumentation and collaborations with end users in areas including
air, water, and soil monitoring.
The Centre is due to complete its current program of research at the end of 2017. We are confident that its outcomes
will seed future research and development well beyond that.
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Research Highlights

A Route to Photonic Innovation and
Commercialisation
By Simon Andrews
The constructs and motivations of the academic and industrial worlds are well understood. Yet, in spite of the substantial
activity in the middle ground, those addressing the lamented ‘valley of death’, it
still appears that there is much to convey
about the nature and work of Research and
Technology Organisations (RTO’s).
In the UK the flourishing RTO sector,
many of whom also have not-for-profit status, has a healthy
community grouping in AIRTO, the Association of Independent RTO, with photonics activities inside the UK’s National
Physical Laboratory and others. Most recently, Fraunhofer
Centre for Applied Photonics was established in Glasgow, in
March 2012 to provide a UK national focus to the progression
of photonics technology from the academic world to the industrial and to provide professional R and D services to industry.
On a European scale, EARTO (European Association of
RTO’s) helps bring together some of the best known national
networks of RTO’s including TNO (Netherlands), VTT (Finland), Tecnalia (Spain) and of course Fraunhofer Gesellschaft.
Fraunhofer has 67 Institutes in Germany and other research
centres in Austria, Italy, Portugal, Sweden and most recently,
the UK. In 2009, UK government instigated the creation of
Fraunhofer UK Research Ltd (which is supported by the University of Strathclyde, Scottish Government and her agencies
and Fraunhofer Gesellschaft) concentrating on technical depth
in enabling technologies. The UK Government has also created
and invested heavily in the Catapult centres that tackle grand
challenges, markets and sectors such as transport systems, connected digital economy and offshore renewable energy. This
gives rise to a range of opportunities where the technical depth
of Fraunhofer CAP can work together with Catapult’s broader
view to address sector specific problems. The Fraunhofer brand
extends well beyond Europe too, with Fraunhofer USA celebrating its 20th anniversary recently.
The commercial importance of light and lasers is reflected
in the range of expertise in the Fraunhofer network in numerous, long established centres in the USA and also in German
Institutes. Michigan is home to both Fraunhofer CLT and CLL,
delivering expertise in laser technology, coatings and applications. Fraunhofer ILT in Aachen has strengths in lasers, material processing, medical and measurement, whilst in Jena,
Fraunhofer IOF is renowned for its and precision engineering,
optical components, systems, surface/layer, lasers, and sensor
expertise. Our newest collaborator in H2020 is Fraunhofer
IPMS, Dresden, where the development of MEMS scanners and
micro and nano scale technologies creates further opportunities
for all in the photonics community. Fraunhofer IAF, Freiburg,
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is the key supporter of Fraunhofer CAP and there is excellent
complementarity in our technical offerings allowing a strong
base for Horizon2020 and other joint projects.
As researchers working in the intermediate sector, Fraunhofer centres around the world are heartily engaged in the
study of practical problems, innovation challenges requiring
an expert scientific and engineering effort to deliver commercial outcomes. Ours is a world of listening and understanding
to get to the essential technical steps to be taken to conclude
projects with results, data, demonstrators and designs that enable our customers and collaborators to improve their competitiveness and profitability. Projects can range from fairly short
feasibility studies and ‘de-risking’, through to large multipartner multi-year collaborative projects and everything in
between. Typically, direct contracts with specific deliverables
tend to be from 3 to 12 months duration. Where there are long
term strategic goals for companies, they may prefer a rolling
contract where the program of work is reviewed regularly to
close off any technical dead ends, to prioritise the highest risks
being tackled first and to work though a development roadmap aligned to the on-going company strategy. Fraunhofer
itself does not have a preferred way of working; the modus
operandi are tailored to meet the goals of the company and
each project. The closeness to industry and markets also places
mature Fraunhofer centres perfectly to also engage in market
studies and commercial studies, either as self-standing exercises or in conjunction with technical research.
This practical outlook is built from a strong base of s cientific
excellence. One of the many strands of the proven Fraunhofer
model is a quintessential connection to a university. This is embodied in the 50:50 joint appointment of the institute director
with the university. In the case of Fraunhofer CAP this is the
Head of Centre, Prof Martin Dawson FInstP FOSA FIEEE FRSE.

Prof Martin Dawson, Head of Centre
December 2014

Fraunhofer CAP laboratories in action

The University of Strathclyde TIC facility

The university collaboration is no mere woolly description
or courtesy, it is a very real and very active link to the research
base. There are joint projects, the formal academic supervision
of PhD students, research vision and joint exercises in mapping out research and development paths for all and this also
helps our customers/collaborators.
This academic link provides a range of benefits for the university, from increased student numbers, more joint projects
with industry, more European projects, more interdisciplinary
work, clarity of focus on the roles for each partner in the progression of ideas and technology, more and greater impact from
the research and more. A case in point is the growth in both
staff and research income at the Institute of Photonics, University of Strathclyde in the years following the departure of
several staff members to seed the activity at Fraunhofer CAP.
Whilst on the Fraunhofer side, the benefits of being close to
the research base include the academic supervision and quality assurance of students, engaging with the latest thinking,
accessing high quality staff and students, and complementary
investment in capital equipment. Together a university with
a Fraunhofer centre provide a mutually supportive and highly
effective partnership in the progression and maturing of technology and ideas.
Other key strands of the Fraunhofer model include clarity
of IP ownership, ensuring companies always have freedom
to operate and structuring contracts to maximise economic
impact. Fraunhofer enjoys a very healthy base of repeat customers but does not operate a membership model and must
remain open to working with any customer/partner. This
greatly assists in ensuring that there is a substantial percentage of all projects and income from SME’s. In particular the
flexibility to work on shorter-term projects and the high success rate in securing collaborative funding are very attractive
for smaller companies. For our valued staff, they have the
highly desirable position of tackling a varied portfolio of demanding scientific and engineering challenges for real world
commercial situations, unfettered by the constraints of other
environments.
Finally there is the Fraunhofer funding model, often
confused to be the entirety of the model. Innovation is an
expensive business and there have been many attempts in the
UK and elsewhere to make innovation centres ‘self-sustaining’.

The reality is that these activities, (when conducted to a high
standard, keeping in touch with the latest research, devoting significant resources to training the next generation and
capital equipment) require on-going support from government or her agencies. Fraunhofer generates one third of its
income from collaborative projects (such as Horizon2020 or
InnovateUK projects), the second third comes from direct
cash contract research usually from industry. The final third
is where the incentive comes from. This third is from government, and is matched to the previous year’s industrial income.
There is no need for government to ask consultants what is
worth investing in, no endless reports on future technologies.
Government is faced with a low-risk mechanism; it only supports areas that have been declared relevant through industry’s
hard-earned cash. The incentive is of course for the centre to
remain relevant and useful, or it will fail to sustain itself and
will ultimately close. This is because the matching is literal,
if there is no money from industry, then this is matched with
zero. However, when the right capabilities and expertise attract Euros of industrial work, then government is committed to match those Euros. The on-going government support
could not equate a 50% discount state-aid rules apply and
commercial rates are charged. The Government third is required to keep the labs well equipped and give the time to
provide high quality training with rigorous science and engineering standards.
The first UK Fraunhofer centre, Fraunhofer CAP, originated from the Institute of Photonics, University of Strathclyde,
and the close collaborations with Fraunhofer IAF, Freiburg
Germany. Following a UK government invitation, in 2009,
around 20 UK universities met with counterparts in Germany to prioritise the first UK Fraunhofer research centre and
the associated headquarters that will oversee all future UK
based Fraunhofer Research Centres. In the following years,
plans were refined, funding secured and relationships built.
The company was registered in March 2012, temporary accommodation was prepared and recruitment began. Through
the first 21 months of trading Fraunhofer CAP has won more
than three million pounds of new project funding, this is only
part of a total pot of project monies of 11.6 million pounds
which have been won for all partners, as some of our projects
include great leverage for industrial funds through H2020
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and InnovateUK project support. We are very grateful for the
quick and enthusiastic response from the UK company base,
many of whom are already repeat customers, which has enabled this strong start.
The technical projects are most often commercial and in
confidence. It is vital that companies can work with us confident in the knowledge that the commercial and practical
boundaries we discuss remain proprietary information. However, with publicly funded projects there is more that can and
should be shared openly. We have projects that are progressing wind LIDAR systems. These have valuable applications
in the burgeoning offshore renewable energy sector as well as
having other uses in civil aviation and maritime areas. The
existing company base in the UK aligns us with a number of
applications in spectroscopy, gas sensing micromachining, instrumentation and imaging and identification. Current work
in novel light sources includes a range of short pulsed and
continuous wavelengths, many across the infrared part of the
spectrum. Fraunhofer CAP will be publishing, with customer permission, on some of these advances in due course. Of
course our students are also encouraged to publish, following
due consideration of IP, and we are all actively engaged in the
broader photonics community of conferences, seminars and
exhibitions.
George Bernard Shaw, with a very simple description, conveyed the essence of collaboration and open innovation. “If you
have an apple and I have an apple and we exchange these apples then you and I will still each have one apple. But if you
have an idea and I have an idea and we exchange these ideas,
then each of us will have two ideas. In true knowledge transfer
and exchange it can often be the case that one of those ideas is
the expression of a problem, or a set of conditions to be met
to achieve a successful product. So listening to the customer’s
needs, fully understanding the constraints they operate under
and the nature of the deployment of the required solution are
crucial to the RTO world.
Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics did not pop into
existence from a vacuum and we started with consideration of
what was already in our landscape. Across the UK, there is a
spectrum of strong photonics and optical engineering companies who are successful in many sectors and in many parts
of the supply chain. The UK enjoys a plethora of successful
academic centres pushing the physical limits of photonics in
all parts of the spectrum, at all sizes and power levels, with
a diversity of application targets. This bewildering landscape
could be overwhelming if a strategy had to be designed which
attempted to be all things at once. The Fraunhofer model
promotes a bottom up approach, of building a customer base,
of building a technical capability of gathering an outstanding
team. In Glasgow we have drawn together key individuals
from the more applied physics groups in the Universities of
Glasgow, Heriot Watt, St Andrews and of course our host
collaborator Strathclyde. Further, our recruitment strategy
has taken us across Europe and into various industries to ensure a balanced capability. This has leveraged a community
of supportive academics and companies with expertise and
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ambitions in OPOs, fibre lasers and sensors, waveguides,
cavity design, solid-state, semiconductor lasers and a range
of practical applications. To all this we have committed substantial capital investment in test and measurement equipment, and scientific and design software which allows the
smooth transition of models and designs to customers and
partners. Of course the industrial demand was carefully surveyed, listened too and quantified to ensure a relevant and
valuable external R and D resource would be offered. Our
initial offering is therefore one which reflects the excellent
UK research base, has the substantial backing of Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft, whilst closely matching the needs of forward
looking companies. As Fraunhofer CAP grows it will continue to listen to the industrial need, continue to be inspired
by the possibilities emerging from the research community
and proudly guide technology along the rocky road from lab
to market.
Looking back on the routes to market of some familiar technologies, one finds that every possible stumble, stutter and
stagger occurs. There are as many routes as there are ideas. The
universities themselves will of course continue to work directly
with industry we hope to add to that. We hope that Fraunhofer
will provide an encouragement to all partners to create more
and progress more innovation, together.
Looking forward to 2015, Fraunhofer CAP will be growing, recruiting more researchers and technical support. We are
broadening the capability in excellent science and engineering, improving the capacity to offer systems development and
reaching further across the photonics industry. The scene is set,
and the backdrop is very well illuminated by the International
Year of Light. 2015 promises to be a further bold step in the
advancement of photonics for all and the RTO’s will be playing
their part.

Institute of Photonics, University of
Strathclyde
On the 4th November 2015, in conjunction with UN
International Year of Light and Light Technologies celebrations, the Institute of Photonics will celebrate it’s
twentieth anniversary. Over that period it has trained
dozens of PhD graduates the vast majority of whom are
now working in industry.
The IoP has grown to more than 60 staff and students in 2014 and holds multimillion pounds of support EPSRC and other grants. The Institute is widely
recognised for its leading work in semiconductor disk
lasers (or VECSELs), micro structured LEDs and diamond photonics. The Institute of Photonics continues
on its mission of applied research, and has in recent years
enhanced its reputation in rapidly emerging fields such
as optogenetics / neurophotonics and visible light communications. www.photonics.ac.uk
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Science, Technology and Innovation at the Center
for Biophotonics at UC Davis
James Chan, Frank Chuang, Kit Lam, Gabriela Lee, Dennis Matthews,
Marco Molinaro, Sebastian Wachsmann-Hogiu
Background
Revolutionary advances in biomedical sciences and technology
in the last few decades pushed the boundaries of our understanding into the regime of cellular and molecular structure
and function, contributing to advances in fundamental knowledge and the elucidation of health and disease mechanisms.
Light is very versatile as it can be used to image, analyze, and
manipulate living tissue at cellular and molecular level, in a
noninvasive or minimally invasive manner. Biophotonics can
be defined simply as the study of the interaction of light with
biological material—where “light” includes all forms of radiant energy whose quantum unit is the photon.
Recognizing the immense opportunities of exploiting light
and its properties in diverse areas of science and technology,
but also the challenges of connecting many scientific fields in
an effective manner to produce meaningful advances, the National Research Council (NRC) commissioned a study in the
late ’90s that aimed to survey the field, identify actions that
could enhance the field’s contribution to society, and facilitate
its continued technical development. The resulting report, titled “Harnessing Light—Optical Science and Engineering for
the 21st Century”, was released in 1998 and recommended
initiatives to assemble expert, multidisciplinary teams that
identified and focused on critical areas where photonics could
significantly impact biomedical sciences.
This article describes the NSF Center for Biophotonics Science and Technology (CBST), which was established in 2002
at UC Davis and 8 partner institutions in response to the NRC
recommendations, and its successor organization, Center for
Biophotonics (C4B) which is located only at UC Davis. CBST’s
mission was to develop and apply photon-based tools and techniques, to meet major challenges in medicine and biology. The
Center achieved its goals by focusing its intellectual, scientific,
educational, and industrial outreach efforts on the rapid and
directed development of biophotonics technology and its applications. During its lifespan as an NSF Science & Technology
Center (2002–2013), CBST built and coordinated an extensive
network of partnerships with schools, community colleges,
universities—including partner institutions at Mills College,
UC San Francisco, UT San Antonio, Alabama A&M, Fisk University, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Stanford University
and UC Berkeley—research centers, entrepreneurs, companies
of all sizes, and other organizations national and international,
many of which continue today.
The highly interdisciplinary Center projects brought together physicists, chemists, biologists, physicians, biomedical
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e ngineers, other engineers and scientists, to advance knowledge
in the field of biophotonics and apply it to biology and medicine. CBST’s Science & Technology Program was organized
around three principal theme areas: bioimaging, cellular and
molecular biophotonics, and medical biophotonics. Its Education and Outreach Program developed tools, strategies and
materials to train the next generation of scientists and engineers
interested in biophotonics, including a focus on highly diverse
student populations at all educational levels. The Center’s
Knowledge Transfer Program contributed to advancing and
promoting the field of biophotonics in life sciences and medicine
by establishing partnerships with industry and other organizations, facilitating commercialization of novel technologies, and
scientific public outreach through CBST-sponsored events.
Between 2002 and 2013, over 120 PhD and/or MD faculty
from diverse departments and institutions were involved in approximately 20-to-25 collaborative projects per year. Scientists
affiliated with CBST published over 750 papers, hosted or cohosted over 40 conferences and workshops, with national and
international participation, and received millions of dollars in
additional research grants and awards based on preliminary data
generated during Center-funded projects, or contributed to
grant applications for large, comprehensive programs, such as
the NIH-funded Clinical and Translational Science Center and
the Comprehensive Cancer Center at UC Davis. CBST-affiliated
faculty contributed to 13 startups, 15 licenses and contracts, and
over 80 patents, with more submitted or pending. CBST’s Education Program organized a plethora of activities that allowed
CBST researchers and educators to familiarize over 20,000 people with biophotonics and its applications. Over 180 undergraduate students and over 360 graduate and postdoctoral fellows
participated in research and education programs for one year or
longer. All throughout the years, the Education program built
robust tracks dedicated to increasing participation of students
from underrepresented groups in STEM and related fields.

Science & Technology Research Projects
Some of the most significant research projects supported by
CBST are summarized below; several continue under the umbrella of the CBST successor organization, the Center for Biophotonics at UC Davis.
1) Super-resolution optical microscopy
Over the past decade, CBST has supported a collaboration led
by UC San Francisco and involving researchers from LLNL and
UC Davis, to develop a new super-resolution optical imaging
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 1. Liver fenestrations movie [1].

technique called structured illumination microscopy (SIM).
SIM represents a new generation of advanced fluorescence microscopy techniques capable of breaking the optical diffraction
limit of 200–250 nm resolution, and the only one that uses
widefield 3D imaging, which holds a significant advantage
over scanning-point methods. CBST received a Major Research
Instrumentation grant from NSF to develop the first commercial SIM microscope in collaboration with Applied Precision
Inc. The first commercial version (DeltaVision OMX™) was
installed at CBST in 2008, and our scientists have since contributed to substantial improvements in spatial resolution and
speed, to realize the goal of live cellular and subcellular level
imaging. Super-resolution optical microscopy is very useful for
studying structures of small sizes (50–200 nm), such as fenestrations in liver sinusoidal endothelial cells [1], HIV-infected
cells, and other hemato- and cyto-pathology applications [2].
GE Healthcare acquired Applied Precision Inc. in 2011;
that same year, CBST became the first lab to install and demonstrate the capabilities of the fastest available commercial instrument DeltaVision OMX V4 SI™, which incorporates an
ultra-fast structured illumination module and advanced highspeed scientific cameras, to enable true 3D super-resolution
fluorescence imaging of live cells over a large area.
2) First video evidence of the direct transfer of
HIV between living cells
A collaborative project between CBST researchers at UC Davis
and faculty at Mount Sinai School of Medicine recorded for
the first time ever video footage showing the transfer of HIV
from an infected T-cell to an uninfected one through an adhesive structure called a virological synapse [3]. Scientists used
an engineered fluorescent, infectious clone of HIV to track
the movement of a green fluorescent protein-labeled (Gag)
structural protein in live CD4+ T lymphocytes and captured
the direct translocation of HIV across the virological synapse.
While previous efforts to create an HIV vaccine have focused
16
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Figure 2. White blood cells—structured illumination
microscopy [2].

on priming the immune system to recognize and attack surface
proteins of free-circulating virus, the results of this collaborative project indicate that HIV avoids recognition by being directly transferred between cells. Direct cell-to-cell transfer of
HIV through a virological synapse is a highly efficient process,
and it could be the predominant mode of virus dissemination. Therefore, new vaccines need to be targeted at proteins
involved in virological synapse formation and new antiviral
drugs need to target the factors required for synapse formation.
CBST researchers modified a commercially available spinning-disk confocal microscope so that it could be used to image live infected cells. Customization allowed the capture of 30
images per second from various angles and at various depths of
field, with computer programs subsequently merging the images in order to create a 3D movie. The technology developed at
CBST and the unique infrastructure made this study possible, as
it allowed scientists to observe cellular interactions in real time
and in three dimensions. Subsequent studies focused on methods to enable researchers to distinguish between immature and
mature virus particles, and development of holographic optical
tweezers to manipulate HIV-infected and uninfected T lymphocytes and induce virological synapse formation in direct view, by
bringing them in close proximity and recording synapse formation and HIV transfer using the spinning disk confocal scanning
microscope [4]. The goal is to better understand the mechanisms
that allow HIV to evade antibody-mediated defenses.
3) Development of a new class of switchable
fluorescent proteins based on plant
phytochromes
CBST-affiliated scientists discovered new mutant phytochromes that exhibit strong fluorescence in the near-infrared
[5]. These fluorescent proteins should be usable in all cell types
and complementary to GFP probes, with the advantage of longer fluorescent wavelengths. Moreover, they have switchable
spectral properties, which could enable the rational design of
December 2014

newer, more efficient fluorescent phytochromes, and development of new high-resolution imaging methods for deep tissue.
An unexpected and serendipitous finding is that this single
mutation can be used to modulate the shade avoidance behavior of plants, and thus the possibility of increasing crop densities for food and biofuel production.
4) Extensive development and applications
of Raman spectroscopy and other labelfree methods to characterize living cells
and differentiate healthy from diseased
cells, with applications in stem cell research,
cardiovascular medicine, infectious diseases,
and cancer.
Nondestructive label-free analysis of single living cells by
laser tweezer Raman spectroscopy (LTRS) provides unique
spectral signatures—molecular fingerprints—that reflect their
cellular composition and complement information obtained
by conventional fluorescence flow cytometry. CBST scientists
developed a laser trap Raman spectroscopy research platform
comprised of instrumentation and methods that allow identification and sorting of cell populations. The group discovered
and verified the Raman spectral signatures on clinical samples
of leukemia [6]. Patient-to-patient reproducibility of the cell
spectra and the ability to identify cancer cells in all clinical
samples were demonstrated using principal component analysis. The system was used to study cell response to drug exposure, with the long-term goal of monitoring chemotherapeutic
drug efficacy for leukemia treatment (and other cancers), and
monitoring drug efficacy and drug resistance when bacteria is
exposed to antibiotics.
The CBST group used LTRS to measure and compare the
mechanochemical properties of sickle, normal, and cord red
blood cells. Based on findings that the oxygenation state of
individual normal red blood cells is dependent on the trapping
power of the single beam optical trap, the team demonstrated
the potential of LTRS technology to be used as a single cell
functional assay for characterizing the mechanical and chemical properties of normal and diseased red blood cells.
Another application was to identify, isolate, and sort stem
cells, as well as purify and remove potentially tumorigenic undifferentiated human embryonic stem cells. CBST researchers
applied second harmonic generation to evaluate the contractile
function of stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes during continuous live cell studies, without altering the mechanics of the sarcomere [7]. The ultimate goal is to enable cell therapy for heart
failure patients.
5) Femtosecond protein crystallography
CBST supported research in the area of diffractive x-ray imaging for many years, to develop technology to analyze the molecular structure of protein nanocrystals and eventually single
proteins, using the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). This
is a technique in which a sample is exposed to an ultra-short,
ultra-bright x-ray pulse, which produces a measurable x-ray
diffraction pattern before the sample is destroyed by radiation
damage. This concept enables, in principle, the ultimate goal
of obtaining atomic resolution structure information, at room
December 2014

Figure 3. Spinning disk confocal movie of a synapse that displays the recruitment of Gag to a synaptic button, followed by
the coordinated budding and endocytosis into the CD4+ target
cell [4].

temperature, from membrane proteins and from other materials
that do not form large enough crystals of sufficient quality to
perform traditional x-ray crystallography. Using this diffractbefore-destroy approach at the LCLS, it was most recently reported that Bragg diffraction was acquired to better than 8.5
Angstroms resolution for two different 2-D protein crystal samples each less than 10 nm thick and maintained at room temperature, which are very exciting proof-of principle results [8].
CBST scientists collaborated with colleagues at LLNL, Arizona State University, Hamburg, and used the LCLS, a high-brilliance pulsed high-energy x-ray source located at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center. This effort led to a new NSF Science
& Technology Center headquartered at SUNY Buffalo, the Center for Biology with X-ray Free Electron Lasers (BioXFEL).
6) Advanced imaging of autophagy in prostate
cancer cells
In a multi-year collaboration, CBST-affiliated scientists and
collaborators from the UC Davis Comprehensive Cancer Center studied the role of arginine, and its deprivation, in the
generation of excessive autophagy [9]. In autophagy, cells eat
away wasted materials to regenerate energy during stress. Tumor cells often utilize the same process to prolong their survival, diminishing chemotherapy drug efficacies in the process.
To image autophagy in prostate cancer cells, researchers used
advanced 3D fluorescence deconvolution and super-resolution
structured illumination microscopy (DeltaVision OMX V4
SI™), as well as correlative cryo-electron microscopy [10].
This line of research continues with clinical trials as scientists
test the use of arginine-deprivation induced autophagy, which
may also spare patients the significant toxicity associated with
chemotherapy alone.
7) Advanced microscopy and spectroscopy to
enable point of care technologies
CBST scientists developed a cell phone-based platform for
mobile health that includes microscopy and spectroscopy capabilities and recognition algorithms for the identification,
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 4. The CBST Education team was chosen to represent
NSF and CBST at the first ever USA Science & Engineering Festival in October 2010, as one of 15 exhibitor teams. Over 2,500
persons visited the booth.

classification and search of objects of interest (cells) [11]. Potential applications include, but are not limited to telemedicine, remote or in-the-field pathology, field biology, and education. Researchers implemented scattering measurements on
an unmodified cell phone, allowing size, size distributions, and
volume measurements of cells.

Education and Outreach
The CBST Education program has developed, nurtured, and
provided multiple pathways for diverse high school, community college, undergraduate, graduate students and instructors
to deeply engage in cutting edge science, research, and science
education. Not only did participants learn a great deal about
scientific research but they also developed their professional
identity, mentored others, honed their teamwork skills, and
were mentored by CBST scientists and educational researchers.
The Education Program at the Center was widely regarded as
the most successful and productive among the NSF Science and
Technology Centers, providing curricula and experiential opportunities to over 180 undergraduate students as well as 360
participating graduate students and postdoctoral researchers.
All programs and learning opportunities have been designed
to capitalize on a diverse group of students resulting in a high
representation of the ethnic groups considered underrepresented in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math fields.
Underrepresented participants have ranged from 15% at the
graduate level to more that 70% at the high school level. CBST
alumni have successful careers in industry (majority—Agilent,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Abbott, Intel, Novartis, Genentech),
academia, or are pursuing advanced studies in research, teaching, and medicine.
During the last two years of CBST as a Science and Technology Center, the Education Program recast its mission into
a university-wide STEM education effort across relevant disciplines to improve undergraduate student success, the iAMSTEM Hub at UC Davis (interdisciplinary Agriculture, Medicine, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Hub,
launched in August 2012). The Hub has the primary mission
to greatly improve undergraduate STEM retention rates while
18
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Figure 5. CBST Annual Retreat, July 2009.

focused on improving overall STEM student success. Without the breadth of programs and overall campus exposure that
arose from the interdisciplinary nature of the CBST Education
program, the team would not have been able to embark on
such an ambitious effort that is already transforming UC Davis
STEM instruction and is having a regional and national impact
on STEM education overall.

Knowledge Transfer
The Center’s Knowledge Transfer Program enabled the exchange of scientific and technical information with the objective of disseminating and utilizing knowledge broadly, from
fundamental research collaborations to technology solutions
for challenges in biology and medicine, and technology commercialization. CBST scientists and staff engaged in a wide
range of partnerships with over 50 companies, including Center visits, exploratory meetings, invited speakers, sponsorship
of conferences and symposia, financial and in-kind contributions, and collaborative projects.
Many of the Center’s primary activities in research, education, and knowledge transfer led to additional funding for research grants from federal agencies, industry and foundations.
In truly integrative manner, CBST supported innovative, complex research and education projects through extensive partnerships with other universities, national laboratories, industry, and other organizations, to advance and apply the science
of biophotonics, in order to impact the understanding of biology and the quality of life.
International Congress on Biophotonics (ICOB)
CBST co-organized three events in the ICOB series, with
the 1st Congress launching in Sacramento, CA in 2008, the
2nd in Quebec City, Canada in 2010, and the 3rd in Jenna,
Germany in 2012. ICOB brought together researchers from
academia and industry, representatives from funding agencies, educators, end-users, and other stakeholders, for scientific presentations and roadmapping of the field of biophotonics. Invited speakers presented the latest developments
in biophotonics technologies, clinicians were invited to
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present unmet medical needs, and ICOB
participants brainstormed on biophotonics-based solutions. The goal of the technology roadmapping exercises during each
of the Congresses was to identify markets
and optimize technology opportunities in
order to deliver on the promise of biophotonics as a top enabling technology.

Center for Biophotonics
Since the sun-setting of CBST as an NSF
Science and Technology Center, many activities continued under the umbrella of
its successor organization, the Center for
Biophotonics at UC Davis. These include
research projects funded by federal grants
and industry research agreements, outreach
activities and collaborations with scientists
in academia and industry, as well as entrepreneurship education, training and professional development activities for junior scientists. Two of the programs with industry
are described below.

Figure 6. Dr. France Córdova, Director of the National Science Foundation, visits the
Center for Biophotonics at UC Davis and talks with scientists, students, and industry
partners from Agilent Technologies, Lightwind Corporation, and Tahoe Institute for
Rural Health Research (Emi Manning, UCDHS Medical Illustration).

NSF I/UCRC Center for Biophotonic Sensors and
Systems (CBSS)
Together with Boston University Photonics Center at Boston
University, UC Davis received an NSF Industry/University
Cooperative Research Center (I/UCRC) award in March 2011,
to develop the Center for Biophotonic Sensors and Systems.
The goal of CBSS is to advance photonics technology as the
enabler for major advances in disease diagnostics, drug discovery, drug efficacy testing, patient monitoring and food & water
safety. Catalyzed by a small investment from NSF and primarily supported by industry center members, CBSS provides high
quality, pre-competitive, industrially relevant fundamental research, with strong industrial support of and collaboration in
research and education, and direct transfer of university-developed research results and technology to industry.
Industry members take an active role in shaping the research portfolio by reviewing pre-proposals and proposals from
faculty, and voting on projects of interest. Since 2011, CBSS
worked with industry members including: Agilent Technologies, ThorLabs, Iris AO, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Applied Precision Inc, A GE Healthcare Company, BD,
Fraunhofer ICT, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Potomac Photonics,
BioTools, and Optofluidics.
Topic areas for CBSS projects generally include sensors for
high sensitivity protein and cell detection, sensors and optical
methods for detection of low bacterial loads in clinical samples,
low cost point of care diagnostic or monitoring technologies,
imaging and spectroscopy algorithms, optical engines for cellular/molecular imaging, methods for sample handling and
processing, use of Raman, TIRF, and other methods for biodetection, biochip technologies, spectroscopy-based methods,
etc. We list below examples of recent projects:
1) Monitoring Drug Dose Response of Single Cells Using
Micro-Raman Spectroscopy
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2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

7)

Direct Molecular Detection via SERS and Aptamers
Adaptive Optics-Enhanced Hybrid Fluorescence and
Optical Coherence Tomography System for Imaging of
Small Animals
Wavefront Sensorless AO-OCT for Aberration Correction in Two-photon Excitation Microscopy
Label-Free, Non-Genetic Method to Purify Stem Cell
Derived Cardimyocytes
Integration of Raman Spectroscopy with NanoTweezer
System for Analyzing Dynamics of Single Trapped
Bacteria Cells
Improving the Speed of Hyperspectral Raman Imaging
Using a Modulated, Multifocal Detection Scheme

Ecosystem for Biophotonics Innovation (EBI)
Universities can, and many do, serve as major hubs in the national innovation landscape through their contributions to education, research, infrastructure, as well as knowledge transfer
to industry, research organizations, philanthropic foundations,
and other organizations. Increasingly, the federal government
plays an important role in facilitating innovation and promoting economic prosperity for future generations, particularly
through progressive policies. Targeted funding and coordination between academia—government—industry—other
stakeholders are very important for de-risking technologies
and advancing them to the market, in order to benefit patients
and the taxpayers at large.
At UC Davis, the mission of the Ecosystem for Biophotonics Innovation program is to foster and sustain an ecosystem
for biophotonics innovation that leverages the research and
technology created by an NSF Science and Technology Center
(CBST) and its successor organization (Center for Biophotonics), by strengthening alliances with third party investors and
a variety of academic, commercial, and philanthropic partners,
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committed to translating research-based technologies to the
marketplace, while also providing entrepreneurship and product development training to postdoctoral Entrepreneurial Fellows (eFellows).
EBI is funded by NSF’s Accelerating Innovation Research
program, and over 1:1 matching funds from third party investors: GE Healthcare, BD, Keaton Raphael Memorial Foundation, Tahoe Institute for Rural Health Research, SARTA
(Sacramento Area Regional Technology Alliance) and its

MedStart program, Photometics and Agilent Technologies.
Additional partners include: COMPASS Product Design, JDID
Product Design and Development, Sacramento Angels, Velocity Venture Capital, Wavepoint Ventures, California State
University, Sacramento, UC Davis Health System, College of
Engineering, Graduate School of Management, and Child Family Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Each organization has a representative on the EBI Board of Directors, Board
charged with providing oversight and strategic advice about the
direction of the program, its impact, and its sustainability.
The EBI portfolio includes a number of projects that are accelerated towards commercialization in collaboration with our
partners, in response to end-user needs.
1) Software algorithms for enhancing super-resolution
and deconvolution optical microscopy. After having developed and tested a second-generation superresolution optical microscope enabling 2D image
reconstruction, phase contrast, and faster, more robust
reconstruction in an earlier project, the team is now
developing software that allows high quality microscope images having no reduction in resolution or
contrast but requiring 10-100X less illumination. Scientists are also developing novel software to produce
final composite super-resolution images by precisely
morphing and co-registering 2–4 individual images
from a multicamera microscope system.
2) New labels and markers for cytometry—Scientists
developed and tested optical properties of novel metallic nanoparticles that emit different surfaced enhanced
Raman scaterring (SERS) signals and evaluated their
use as novel tags to label cells for flow cytometry.
3) Raman cytometry for label-free monitoring of cellular response to cancer drugs—The team developed a
new laser tweezers Raman spectroscopy design based
on multifocal optical traps in order to increase the
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analytical throughput of single cell Raman spectroscopy, with applications in cancer detection. The
goal is to study chemotherapy drug-induced cellular
damage for pediatric and adult cancers and develop a
cell assay that can be used to determine the effectiveness of a chemotherapy regimen on an individual
patient basis.
4) Automated blood pathology system—The goal of this
project was to develop a portable, automatic blood pathology system and method for point-of-care applications, which provide similar results compared with lab
blood analyzers. The team is in process of spinning off
a new company to commercialize the device.
The EBI partners and investors are enthusiastic supporters
of the education and training activities for scientist innovators who can bring university technology to the marketplace.
Entrepreneurial fellows (eFellows)—graduate students, postdoctoral researchers and other junior scientists—attend the
Entrepreneurship Academy intensive, participate in webinars
and seminar series on intellectual property and entrepreneurship, workshops on science communication and “elevator
pitch” delivery, and network with the medical technology
community in the Sacramento area. Most importantly, eFellows experience first hand multidisciplinary teamwork, by
collaborating closely with colleagues from industry, entrepreneurs, and other innovation ecosystem players. The EBI program effectively places the eFellows on an accelerated professional development path.
The broader impacts of EBI are manifested through publications, conference presentations, patent applications, and new
(or new generation) products, as well as collaborative networks
and partnerships and jobs for our eFellows. Results are also
disseminated at public forums and program meetings. Last but
not least, we organized a highly successful and well-attended
Innovation Ecosystems Symposium under the EBI aegis that
engaged thought leader speakers, panelists, and diverse stakeholders in instructive conversations about success factors, challenges and opportunities of establishing and growing innovation ecosystems.

Looking Forward
Today, the Center for Biophotonics is a resource for biophotonics research, education, and collaboration at UC Davis, continuing its mission: to develop, adapt and apply photon-based
technologies to address the major challenges in the life sciences
and medicine through team-based interdisciplinary research,
education, and knowledge transfer. Aside from the CBSS and
EBI programs described above, scientists at the Center for Biophotonics are exploring new technologies, applications in research, life sciences and medicine, and collaborations, in their
quest to advance the field.
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President’s Column
(continued from page 3)
members of the Photonics Society. The Nobel prize citation
honors the team for their invention of efficient blue lightemitting diodes which has enabled bright and energy-saving
white light sources that are now used in many applications
ranging from televisions to sterilizers. The Society is proud
of our member accomplishments and we congratulate all
three Nobel Laureates on this very prestigious recognition of
their work.
Photonics is also making a name for itself in Washington,
DC. In early October President Barack Obama held a press
conference to announce that the US government would provide
more than $100 million towards a new Institute for Manufacturing Innovation that will be dedicated to the development of
integrated photonics technologies. In making the announcement President Obama joked that he had asked Department of
Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzer how to pronounce the word
“photonics” correctly. A statement from the White House said:
“The Integrated Photonics Manufacturing Institute—with
over $200 million in public and private resources—is expected
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to comprise the largest federal investment to date, reflecting
the complexity of this technology, its importance to national
security, and its revolutionary potential.” President Obama’s
recent announcement builds on the efforts of the National Photonics Initiative (NPI), the collaborative alliance of photonics
associations (including our Society) working to raise awareness
of photonics and drive investment in photonics-driven fields.
The development of such a photonics manufacturing hub was
a key item on the discussion agenda during our visit to Capitol
Hill in March of this year.
With 2015 just around the corner, I would like to take this
opportunity to wish everyone a very happy and safe New Year.
I look forward to celebrating the Society’s 50th anniversary and
IYL2015 with many of you in the coming months.
With warm wishes,
Dalma Novak
Pharad, LLC
d.novak@ieee.org
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News
The IEEE Photonics Society mourns the loss of
Eugene I. Gordon, IEEE Life Fellow and founding
father of the Quantum Electronics Council (QEC),
now the IEEE Photonics Society
The IEEE Photonics Society mourns the loss of a
friend and pioneer of the IEEE Photonics Society,
who died September 15, 2014. He was 84.
A world-renowned scientist and engineer,
Gordon was born in New Jersey and graduated
Magna Cum Laude from City College of New
York in 1952. He received a Ph.D. in Physics
from MIT, doing his thesis in gas discharge physics and microwaves and remaining for postdoctoral research on plasma based, thermonuclear
fusion. In November 1957 he joined the staff of
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J. becoming Laboratory Director in 1968.
During the early part of the 1960’s, quantum electronics
was the provice of the physicist. Most of the relevant papers
published in English appeared in The Physical Review, The
Journal of Applied Physics, and Applied Physics Letters. In
1965 The Electron Devices Administrative Committee, under
Earle Thomas, agreed to support a new journal with the Special
Issue on Quantum Electronics forming the basis for the first
issue. The first three issues were sent free to all members of
the Electron Devices and Microwave Theory and Techniques
Groups as well as to a selected list of people active in the QE
field. Robert H. Kingston (Lincoln Labs) and Glen Wade (Cornell) were appointed Co-Editors. The Associate Editors were
Amnon Yariv (CalTech) and Eugene Gordon (Bell Labs). The
first issue appeared in April 1965.
At the time, the Group on Microwave Theory and Techniques became aware of the plans for the new journal. Based
on its own interest in microwave techniques applied to optics,
it proposed that it become a co-sponsor of the new journal.
The Electron Devices Group graciously agreed and beginning
with the June 1965 issue it was co-sponsored. In retrospect
this proved to be a momentous decision.
In order for two or more Groups to co-sponsor a journal,
a council had to be formed. Thus, the Quantum Electronics
Council (QEC) was established in 1965 with Gordon as the
first Chairperson.
The new journal quickly became successful in the electrical
engineering community. However, as is true to some extent to
this day, the physics community tended to its own journals,
even when the electrical engineering content of their papers
was high. With success came confidence, and in June 1967,
the QEC held its first technical meeting, the Conference on
Laser Engineering and Applications (CLEA), in Washington,
DC. This was designed to be held in the alternate year relative to the International Quantum Electronics Conference,
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which was physics and research oriented. Gordon was the Chairperson.
Most of his work involved the entire innovative span from research and invention through
manufacturing. He led many projects including the invention and development of imaging
devices (the indestructible silicon target camera
tube) for PICTUREPHONE®, the Bell System
video telephone system (the tube target was
also used in NASA’s Apollo landings); the CCD,
EBES, the first and still most important commercial electron-beam mask maker for silicon integrated circuit
manufacture; and the semiconductor laser devices for the Bell
System’s Lightwave Systems. He made the essential contribution to the laser reliability for the Bell System’s first transatlantic, fiber-optic undersea cable, TAT-8. The issue was viability
of semiconductor lasers in underwater repeaters that had to last
for 25 years of continuous operation without a single failure,
a task that was generally judged as of 1980 to be impossible.
He invented and implemented the solution and by 1983 could
responsibly inform AT&T that the plan for initial operation in
1988 would not be deterred by laser reliability concerns. Service was implemented on schedule. Ultimately such systems
produced many billions of dollars of revenue for AT&T. The
TAT-8 system was recently retired with no laser failures. In
contrast, the short French and UK legs installed at the same
time were plagued by laser failures. The long haul fiber optic
systems are also the backbone of Internet.
Dr. Gordon retired from AT&T in 1983 and founded Lytel, Inc. of Somerville, NJ, a manufacturer of lasers and optical transmission subsystems; he was Chairman and CEO.
AMP bought Lytel in 1988. He also helped to found Taunton
Technology of Monroe, CT (until recently VISX now AMO)
in 1984 and was a Board Director of that Company. The latter activity is an outgrowth of his strong interest in medical
uses of lasers, a research area to which he made early, important contributions. One of these related to the use of the
argon laser and invention of the articulated arm photo coagulator for treatment of blindness associated with diabetic
retinopathy with Francis A. L’Esperance, Jr., MD of Columbia University. He joined Hughes Aircraft Company in 1987
as Senior Vice President and Director of their Research Labs
located in Malibu, CA. Dr. Gordon has been adjunct professor in the Department of Ophthalmology of the University of
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey since June 1994. He
founded Medjet Inc. in 1994. Medjet developed vision correction equipment.
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During his 26 years at AT&T Bell Labs, he and his group
discovered and developed several important laser systems, including the well-known, red, helium-neon laser. He invented
and developed the powerful, continuous blue-green argon ion
laser. He also invented and developed acousto-optic light modulators and deflectors used currently in many opto-electronic
systems. Similarly, he and his group invented and developed
the charge coupled device (CCD) used as the sensing array
in most digital camera, television and infra-red imaging systems for military applications, especially the CAMCORDER

and facsimile machines. Dr. Gordon invented the solution
for making semiconductor lasers sufficiently reliable for long
haul fiber optic communications and was named inventor on
approximately 80 US patents and has published over 50 papers
in peer-reviewed journals.
He is survived by his loving wife Barbara, and their two
sons, Larry and Peter. He shared with his family a strong interest in tennis, skiing, sailing and other outdoor activities. In
his spare time, he had developed surgical techniques using the
continuous argon ion laser.

Meet the Newly Elected Members
of the
IEEE Photonics Society Board of Governors 2015—2017

Meet the Newly Elected Members of the IEEE
Photonics Society Board of Governors 2015–2017
BENJAMIN J. EGGLETON (M’03-SM’07-F’10) is an ARC Laureate Fellow and Professor of
Physics at the University of Sydney, Director of the ARC Centre for Ultrahigh bandwidth
Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS), and Director of the Institute of Photonics and Optical
Science (IPOS) at the University of Sydney. He is a Fellow of the Optical Society of America,
IEEE Photonics and the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering
(ATSE).
KAZUO HAGIMOTO (M’84-SM’07-F’08) is the president and CEO of NTT Electronics
Corporation. He is a member of the board of IEEE Tokyo section and the chair of
Communications Society Japan chapter. He is a fellow of IEEE and the IEICE of Japan, and a
member of OSA. He has served as a program co-chair of OSA Optical Amplifier topical meeting
OAA’93 in Yokohama, Japan, the general chair of APCC2008, IEEE ICC2011 TPC chair in Kyoto,
and IEEE HTC2013 in Sendai Japan. He was served as a Director, General Affairs of IEICE in
2006-2007 and the
president of IEICE Communications Society.
CHRISTINA LIM (S’97-M’00-SM-04) is a Professor and the Director of the Photonics and
Electronics Research Laboratory at the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
the University of Melbourne, Australia. In 2008, she was the Technical Program co-Chair of
the IEEE International Topical Meeting on Microwave Photonics (MWP) jointly held with the
Asia-Pacific Microwave Photonics Conference (APMP). She also served as the co-Chair of
MWP and APMP conferences in 2012 and as the Technical Program co-Chair for APMP in
2013. She is currently an Associate Editor for the IEEE Photonics Technology Letters and for
the IEEE Photonics Society Newsletter. She was a Guest Editor of Optics Express Special Focus
on Microwave Photonics (2013) and IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications
Special Issue on Emerging Technologies in Communications (2012).
PASCALE NOUCHI (M’02) is the manager of the Waves and Signal Processing Laboratory within
THALES Research & Technology, France, the main multidisciplinary research unit of THALES
group. She has been serving as Member of the Technical Program Committee of the European
Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) since 2009 and she served as Chair of the
Technical Program Committee of ECOC 2014. Since 2006, she has been defending the interest
of photonics in the Photonics 21 lobbying association (involving all major European
stakeholders from industry and academia across all fields of photonics) towards the European
authorities. Since its creation in 2009, she is a jury member for the Jean-Jerphagnon prize,
awarded each year in recognition of innovative work in the field of Photonics. She is also a
member of the SFO (French Society of Optics) and, since 2014 she is co-chairing one of its
topical groups on Microwave Photonics.
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IEEE Election Results: Barry Shoop is IEEE’s 2015
President-Elect
IEEE Fellow and IEEE Photonics
Society member Barry L. Shoop has
been chosen as 2015 IEEE president-elect. He will begin serving as
IEEE president on 1 January 2016.
Shoop received 15,972 votes in
this year’s election to be appointed
to the coveted position. Of the other
president-elect candidates, Fellow
Tariq S. Durrani garnered 14,831 votes and Life Fellow Frederick
C. Mintzer received 14,056 votes.
Shoop is a professor of electrical engineering and head of the
department of electrical engineering and computer science at
the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y. He is responsible for a department serving 2,300 students annually. Shoop
joined West Point in 1993 and has held a number of leadership
positions, including director of the academy’s electrical engineering program and its Photonics Research Center. While on

sabbatical in 2006 and 2007, he served as chief scientist for
the U.S. Department of Defense Joint Improvised Explosive
Device Defeat Organization, a US $4.5 billion program addressing the IED problem worldwide.
A Fellow of the Optical Society of America and the International Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE), Shoop received
OSA’s 2008 Robert E. Hopkins Leadership Award, SPIE’s 2013
Educator Award, and the 2013 IEEE Haraden Pratt Award.
Shoop served on the IEEE Board of Directors from 2006 to
2010. He was 2010 vice president of IEEE Member and Geographic Activities, IEEE secretary in 2008 and 2009, and Region
1 director in 2006 and 2007. As leader of IEEE’s Enterprise Engineering team in 2006 and 2007, he led the transformation of
the IEEE Regional Activities Board into the IEEE Member and
Geographic Activities Board. He has served on the IEEE Executive, Strategic Planning, New Initiatives, and Audit committees.
©The Institute

IEEE Photonics Society Appoints Associate
Executive Director: Douglas Razzano
This fall the IEEE Photonics Society
(IPS) leadership and management
team promoted Douglas Razzano,
IPS Sr. Business Manager, to Associate Executive Director.
“I am honored and elated to have
been given this opportunity to work
alongside our community’s volunteers. I have been involved with
many groups within IEEE over the years, but none as vibrant as
the photonics community. The level of excellence achieved by
our members and volunteers never ceases to amaze me,” stated
Razzano, regarding his promotion within the IPS.
As Associate Executive Director, Razzano will serve as the
chief business and operations officer for the society. Reporting
to the Executive Director, Christopher Jannuzzi, and executive
volunteer leadership, Razzano will lead the strategic and operational responsibility of the society staff, business expansion,
and execution of the society’s overall mission.
Christopher Jannuzzi, IPS Executive Director, stated, “I am
very excited about Doug’s promotion to Associate Executive Director. He brings a potent mix of operational expertise and strategic vision that will be central to our ongoing success as a society.”
Razzano will act as the chief financial spokesperson for the organization. He will continue to manage the society’s publications,
membership, awards and governance departments, while overseeing the society’s financial operations, including conferences.
Goals as Associate Executive Director:
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• Drive strategic planning efforts by supporting the volunteer committees and councils.
• Nurture and trial new ideas and initiatives, while integrating
new strategies with current operations and business plans.
• Maintain a fiscally healthy and competitive journals
portfolio through effective management of all periodicals
handled by the Society.
• Expand the breadth of the Society’s membership by supporting
society activities at the local chapter and international levels.
• Support initiatives that provide long-term membership
career paths and professional development objectives.
• Continue to build an effective, responsive and knowledgeable staff that forges solid volunteer relationships with the
goal of realizing all our Society’s visions.

Background:
Douglas Razzano started at IEEE more than 15 years ago and has
extensive experience driving results in the not-for-profit setting.
In his tenure, he was worked in Member Benefits, Accounting,
and Finance. Before joining the IEEE Photonics Society as a Business Manager in 2008, Razzano was the Sr. Treasury Analyst for
IEEE overseeing an annual cash flow of $260+ million.
In 2011, Razzano was promoted to Sr. Business Manager
for the society, responsible for the financial solvency, competitive position, and tactical implementation of decisions made
by the IPS Board of Governors, President, and other society
committees and councils. He also assumed full responsibility
for overseeing the Society’s publications and their operations.
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IEEE-USA Government Fellowships Allow U.S. IEEE
Members to Help Shape our Nation’s Laws & Public Policy
Sen. John D. Rockefeller (D-W.Va.) has
had a government fellow in his office for
19 straight years to advise him on technology issues that come before Congress. It’s
a program the retiring senator appreciates.
“We work on science and innovation and all kinds of things,
but you have to have somebody who knows what they’re talking about,” Rockefeller said Thursday after receiving an IEEEUSA Award for Distinguished Public Service. “In this office,
in health care, science, technology and innovation, we’ve had
those people, and they make all the difference in the world.”
If you’re interested in helping to shape our nation’s laws and
public policy, you should consider an IEEE-USA Government Fellowship. One-year positions are available in Congress, the State
Department and the U.S. Agency for International Development.
IEEE-USA fellows enhance the effective use of scientific and
technical knowledge in government and help educate the scientific and engineering community on the public policy process.
“It was one of the best years of my life,” said Dr. Sherry
Gillespie, who worked in former Connecticut Senator Joe
Lieberman’s office in 2008. “Every scientist and engineer

should consider doing a year of service
in public policy.”
To apply for an IEEE-USA Government Fellowship, U.S. IEEE members
must possess a master’s degree and five
years of relevant professional experience or a Ph.D. The degree
requirement can be waived if the applicant has compensating
experience. A candidate must be a U.S. citizen prior to selection. A stipend and travel allowance is provided.
Applicants are evaluated on:
• Technical competence
• Ability to serve in a public environment
• Basic comprehension & understanding of the public policy
process
• Evidence of service to IEEE & the engineering profession
The deadline to apply for a 2015-16 fellowship is 16 January 2015. Appointments run from 1 September to 31 August.
IEEE-USA participates under the auspices of the AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships program.
For more information on a fellowship, including a video
feature, see http://www.ieeeusa.org/policy/govfel/default.asp.

IEEE Launches A Smart City Challenge:

Interactive game asks members to virtually engineer cities
Written by: Kiara McClendon
Do you know of a way to improve the city you
live in, using technology? Share your idea on the
IEEE Smart Cities App. Perhaps you would like
to help reduce trash, pollution, or even implement a new way to conserve energy? IEEE is
looking for ideas from members like you!
IEEE is seeking suggestions on how to design
the smart cities of the future. Enter your ideas
on ways to improve communication, energy,
infrastructure, and transportation in the IEEE
Smart City Challenge, an application game that encourages people to share their vision for a better world, city by city. The winner,
selected at random, will receive a US $100 Amazon gift card. The
more submissions to the app, the better the odds are for you to win!

How do you play, you ask?
The game can be played on the website* and various IEEE social pages. After choosing your language preference and entering brief contact information (i.e. name, email address, IEEE
member grade), the Smart City world is yours for the taking.
Select the city you would like to redesign from the drop list
of most discussed cities, like Mumbai, New York, or Shanghai,
or if you don’t see your city you can search for and add it using our interactive map, courtesy of Google Maps. You will be
December 2014

given a complete rundown on the city’s population, energy sources, and size to get a true
sense of how your city operates and what may
constrict its growth.
One contestant suggested harnessing the
energy from New York subway trains to power the city’s electric grid. Another proponent
for energy conversion in the Big Apple wants
to convert kinetic energy from people walking, biking, and driving to power mobile devices like cell phones.
On the international front, decreasing Mumbai’s flow of
pedestrian traffic on the street has emerged as a theme, resulting in suggestions to implement levitating monorails and
another to develop a system of interconnected offices with
bridges. Over in Rome, another contestant wants to change the
roofing materials on buildings to control interior temperatures
and reduce carbon monoxide emissions.
Here at IEEE we are passionate about advancement of innovative ideas that make the world a better place to live and
the world of Engineering stronger! Play the game and help us
envision a smarter world!
• Official Rules and Regulations can be found on the website:
http://www.secured-app.com/ieee/futurecom/
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Obama Administration Announces $200 million in
Public-Private Investment to Create an Integrated
Photonics Manufacturing Institute

Photo: John Modere/Corbis

National Photonics Initiative applauds administration for acknowledging the critical role of photonics in solving modern
day challenges
Leaders of the National Photonics Initiative (NPI) acclaimed news that U.S. President Barack Obama will unveil
a new competition to award more than $200 million in public and private investment to create an Integrated Photonics
Manufacturing Institute. The formal announcement was made
during the National Manufacturing Day as part of the President and U.S. Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker’s address at
the Millennium Steel in Princeton, Ind.
According to a White House Fact Sheet, the Integrated
Photonics Manufacturing Institute will focus on developing
an end-to-end photonics ‘ecosystem’ in the U.S., including
domestic foundry access, integrated design tools, automated
packaging, assembly and test and workforce development.
Each manufacturing innovation institute serves as a regional
hub, bridging the gap between applied research and product
development by bringing together companies, universities and
other academic and training institutions, and Federal agencies
to co-invest in key technology areas that encourage investment
and production in the U.S.
“Today’s announcement by U.S. President Obama and Commerce Secretary Pritzker is the highest possible endorsement
and acknowledgment of the critical role that the U.S. photonics industry will play in solving many of the present day challenges, creating U.S. jobs, boosting the economy, and enhancing national security,” said NPI Steering Committee Chairman,
Dr. Tom Baer. “The NPI encourages the photonics community
to follow these developments closely and continue to provide
information and insight requested by the administration.”
The announcement follows a Request for Information (RFI)
issued by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) in early June
seeking responses from experts on key technologies that could become the basis for a new Institute for Manufacturing Innovation
(IMI) within the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation

(NNMI). Coordinated by the NPI dozens of experts within the
national photonics community organized to answer DoD’s request
and provide numerous, thoughtful and compelling responses.
Crucial breakthroughs in the fields of optics and photonics,
the science and application of light, have led to technologies
that help form the infrastructure of many U.S. industries and
provide essential technologies for national defense and security.
Photonics technologies enable nearly every commercial sector
from defense to advanced manufacturing, information technology and communications to medicine.
Historically, the United States has been the world pioneer
in transitioning photonics research to the commercial markets;
however, increased global competition has put at risk our leadership position, threatening our national security, economic
growth and the pipeline of U.S. jobs. The NPI’s recently released white paper, Strategic Request: A National Photonics
Prototyping and Advanced Manufacturing Facility to Ensure
Economic Growth and National Security, advocates for investments in infrastructure to support a vertically integrated National Photonics Prototyping and Advanced Manufacturing
Facility that would bring together end-users and material scientists, device engineers, system architects and advanced manufacturing experts to develop solutions to drive tomorrow’s technology innovations.
The National Photonics Initiative (NPI) is a collaborative
alliance among industry, academia and government seeking to
raise awareness of photonics - the application of light - and
drive US funding and investment in five key photonics-driven
fields critical to U.S. competitiveness and national security: advanced manufacturing, communications and information technology, defense and national security, energy, and health and
medicine. The IEEE Photonics Society is one of the founding
partners supporting the initiative.
Due to the awareness efforts of the NPI volunteers, the Integrated Photonics Manufacturing Institute, led by DoD, is expected to comprise the largest U.S. Federal investment to date.

Dalma Novak, IPS President, and NPI volunteers at Congressional Visits Day in Washington, D.C.
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IPC 2014 Best Student Paper Winner:
Dragana Vukovic
Written by: Kiara McClendon
Accolades are in order for Dragana Vukovic, the IPC 2014 Best Student Paper Winner. Her paper, Wavelength Conversion of a
128 Gbit/s DP-QPSK Signal in a Silicon Polarization Diversity Circuit, was chosen out
of 90 submissions and five semifinalists at
the 2014 IEEE Photonics Conference in
San Diego, CA.
Vukovic has had a passion for math and
physics since she was very young, and was
driven to pursue a career in Engineering
because of it. She attended the School of
Electrical Engineering in Belgrade, Serbia
and received her BS and MS degree in optoelectronics in 2008 and 2010, respectively.
Vukovic credits her concentration in optics
to her enthusiastic teaching assistant Jasna
Crnjanski, a fellow woman in photonics who taught V
 ukovic
a great deal about the beauty of light, optics fibers, and optics
communication.
Since 2011, she has been working towards her PhD at the
Technical University of Denmark, Department
for Photonics Engineering. She spoke with
pride when she reminisced about being accepted into the program. “When I got a PhD position at DTU Fotonik I was extremely happy. I
think it is a wonderful achievement to get PhD
at a prestigious place such as DTU Fotonik,”
she beamed. At DTU, she pursues her research
interests by involving herself in projects and
publishing journal articles on nonlinear optics,
all-optical signal processing in nanophotonic
devices such as semiconductor waveguides, and
photonic crystal nanocavities.
She has made valuable contributions to the
field of optics & photonics despite the industry’s
gender balance position. In fact, Vukovic has
said being a woman has not been a limitation for
her at all to date. “So far, being a woman I have
not experienced any limitation in any aspects of
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my research,” she stated. Vukovic believes
a woman choosing to not pursue engineering is the bigger issue. “I think it is just
because many girls are not that enthusiastic about engineering,” she explains. “My
advice [to young girls] is if you like it and
you are interested in it—go for it!”
An inclusive point of advice Vulkovic
has to offer is, “The key to success is passion and patience. But this applies both to
women and men. Only a highly motivated
person with a lot of patience can succeed in
this growing field.” Another point Vulkovis
makes is to take time for “you”. In her free
time, Vukovic does “ordinary things,” as she
stated, such as reading non-scientific books,
hanging out with friends, and swimming.
The IEEE Photonics Society, in conjunction with Women
in Photonics, would like to thank Dragana Vukovic for her innovative contributions to optics & photonics, congratulate her
on her success thus far.
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IPC 2014 Best Student Poster Winner:
Francesco Da Ros
Written by: Kiara McClendon
This past October, the IEEE Photonics Society introduced a Student NonArchived Poster Competition at the
2014 IEEE Photonics Conference to
help foster industry-academia interactions, promote the innovative work of
our students and increase student networking opportunities. Student members and conference attendees were
encouraged to submit original and/or
recently published (2013–2014) poster
presentations in all fields of photonics.
The session received 16 submissions and an independent panel of
judges evaluated the posters and gave
financial awards and merit certificates
to 5 finalists. Ultimately, Francesco Da Ros, IEEE Photonics Society Member and PhD student at Fotonik, was named
the 2014 IEEE Photonics Conference Student Poster Competition Winner for his poster entitled, “Kerr Nonlinearity
Compensation in a 5×28-GBd PDM 16-QAM WDM System
Using Fiber-based Optical Phase Conjugation.”
His winning poster abstract read, “Effective Kerr nonlinearity mitigation is experimentally demonstrated using fiberbased optical phase conjugation in the middle of an 800-km
dispersion-compensated link for a single- and 5-channel WDM
28-GBd PDM 16-QAM signal (1.12 Tb/s). Q-factor improvements of 1.3 dB (single-channel) and 0.9 dB (five-channels)
over no mitigation allow a BER<3.8×10–3.”
Da Ros’ main interests are in the field of nonlinear optics
with a special focus on all-optical signal processing. He personally enjoys the fact that his research direction involves insight
into the combination of physical effects and an engineering
perspective, and that such effects directly provide signal processing functionalities for optical communication systems.
He stated that he chose to participate in the poster competition simply, because he likes poster sessions. Da Ros believes
they are important opportunity to have real discussions with
researchers in the field. “I was not expecting to win the competition. Winning thus came as an exciting surprise and a great
way to conclude the conference.”

Q & A: Get to Know the Best Student Poster
Winner: Francesco Da Ros
Why photonics and optics?
“Since I was a kid, I have always had an interest for physics
and math, especially when it came to solving problems.
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Following such passion, I ended up
studying Engineering first in Italy
and then in Denmark through the
Top Industrial Managers for Europe
(T.I.M.E.) program. At the Technical University of Denmark, during my MSc, I got introduced to
the world of optics and photonics
thanks mainly to the scientific enthusiasm of my current advisor Professor Peucheret. This compelled
me to prolong my stay in Denmark
and applied for a PhD position in
photonics.”
Advice to future photonics and optics
engineers…
“If you ever wondered what happens every time you watch
a video online, how all those video frames are sent from a
remote location to your computer monitor, photonics engineering can definitely provide the answers you seek. For me,
photonics, and engineering in general, is an exciting discipline where you can apply what you learn to real life situations. Passion is definitely the main driving factor you need
[to be successful in this industry]. A strong motivation will
provide the necessary patience and persistency to overcome
any obstacle.”
Academia and Photonics/Optics…
“I am definitely proud of being a PhD student at DTU Fotonik and a member of a great team as the High Speed Optical Communication group is. I would say that winning a
T.I.M.E. scholarship first and a PhD stipend at DTU afterwards are probably my biggest accomplishments to date.
With that said, one thing I think could definitely be improved is creating a stronger interaction between the industry and academia. I find that knowing that what I am
researching has the potential for solving real-life problems
provides additional motivation to keep me going. I strongly
believe research should not be confined by the immediate
needs of industry, but a constructive interaction could provide beneficial reality checks.”
When he’s not revolutionizing the Photonics world…
“Living in Denmark has not only sparked my passion in optics
and photonics, but also increase my interest for biking. I am
also an enthusiastic reader of sci-fi books and I regularly go to
the cinema.”
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Careers and Awards
27th
IEEE
27th
IEEEPhotonics
Photonics Conference
Conference
Awards
Awardsand
andRecognition
Recognition

The 27th IEEE Photonics Conference was held October 12-16, 2014 in La Jolla, California. Immediately following the Plenary Session on Monday, October 13, Society President, Dalma Novak, hosted the Awards Ceremony
to celebrate the accomplishments of the 2014 IPS Award recipients, as well as honoring several volunteers
for their service and dedication to the society.
The Aron Kressel Award was presented to the team of Mitsuru Sugawara, Keizo Takemasa, and Kenichi
Nishi “For pioneering contributions to the development of temperature-insensitive quantum dot lasers,
and their commercialization and mass-productions for optical communication systems. Mitsuru
Sugawara accepted on behalf of the team.

Professor Yong-Hee Lee, KAIST was
presented with the 2014 IPS Engineering
Achievement Award, ”For pioneering
research on the photonic crystal nanolaser
and the proton-implant vertical cavity for
surface emitting laser.”
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The 2014 Quantum Electronics Awards was presented to Robert W. Boyd, University of Ottawa “For contributions to nonlinear optics, including room temperature slow light and the nonlinear optics of composite
materials.”

Gadi Eisenstein, Technion was the recipient of the 2014 William Streifer Scientific Achievement
Award, “For fundamental contributions to the dynamical properties of semiconductor lasers and amplifiers.”
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Filbert J. Bartoli, Lehigh University was the recipient of the 2014 IPS Distinguished Service Award, “For
valuable contributions to the Society, particularly in the fields of Governance, Publications, and Conferences.”

In 2014, twenty four society members were elevated
to the grade of IEEE Fellow. Three of those members
were present to receive recognition of this prestigious accomplishment.
L-R: President Dalma Novak, Majeed Hayat,
Byoungho Lee, and Robert Magnusson
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The IEEE Photonics Society established the Graduate Student Fellowship Program to provide Graduate Fellowships to outstanding
Society student members pursuing graduate education within the Society field of interest. Students should normally be in their
penultimate year of study at time of nomination. Up to ten Fellowships are awarded annually, based on research excellence and
contributions to the Society’s publications and conferences. The geographic distribution of the awards takes into account the
student membership in each of the main geographical regions: Americas, Europe/Mid-East/Africa, Asia/Pacific.

L-R President Dalma Novak with GSF recipients; Dimitrios Fitsios, Kuo-Ju Chen, Chen Zhu, Hao Huang, Xiaohang Li.
Recipients also include; Taewoo Kim, Mohamed Osman, Xinying Li, Zizheng Cao, and Martin Virte
Also honored, Photonics Journal founding Editor-in-Chief, Carmen S. Menoni, and Journal of Quantum Electronics, Editorin-Chief, M. Selim Ünlü for their dedication to Society Publications. Their respective terms as EIC will conclude at years
end.
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Chennupati Jagadish, VP Finance & Administration (l) and Robert Tkach, VP Publications (r) each complete
their respective terms this December. President Novak presented each with a plaque to thank them for
their hard work and dedication to the Society.

Also recognized were the retiring Board of
Governor Members. Each will complete their
three year terms in December.
L-R: President Novak, Peter Smowton,
Sébastien Bigo, and Fumio Koyama.
Also recognized for his participation on the
Board of Governors, Andrew Kirk.
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New Fellow On-line System

By Rosann Marosy
The task of nominating a Senior Member for Fellow grade got easier
with the new Fellow On-line System. Multiple upgrades were incorporated, but

IEEE Fellow is a
distinction
reserved for
select IEEE
members whose
extraordinary
accomplishments
in any of the
IEEE fields
of interest
are deemed
fitting of this
prestigious grade
elevation.

three main enhancements will please nominators. After a nominator logs in the
system, the first requirement will be to input the nominee’s member number.
Entering this information will immediately let the nominator know if the nominee
meets the requirements of being an active IEEE Senior or Life Senior Member
and if the nominee has been a member in good standing for five years or more.
If a nominee is ineligible, the system will prevent the nominator from filling out
the entire form and avoid any unnecessary time.
Another new feature that’s required is inputting the member number of
the references. The nomination must include at least five, but no more than
eight references who are IEEE Fellows. Entering this information will immediately inform the nominator, if a reference is eligible or not.
The best feature is allowing nominators the capability to make changes
to main text, update e-mail addresses, add and delete reference and endorsement names, and to delete nominations they prepared out of the system up to
the 1 March deadline. Providing nominators this kind of flexibility will give them
the opportunity to prepare a better nomination.
After the deadline has been reached, the system will authenticate all the
data and verify that each nomination package is complete. As soon as this process is finished, a confirmation will be sent to the nominator letting them know
whether the nomination will or will not be considered.
The system is now open and ready to accept nominations for the class of 2016.
Starting the process early will alleviate last minute issues. You can visit the Fellow Web Site at www.ieee.org/fellows, then click “Online Nomination Form” to
begin.
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should be members of the Photonics Society. The award is presented at the IEEE
Photonics Conference formerly known as the IEEE Photonics Society Annual Meeting.
Nomination Form

Nomination Form
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Now...

2 Ways to Access the
IEEE Member Digital Library
With two great options designed to meet
the needs—and budget—of every member,
the IEEE Member Digital Library provides
full-text access to any IEEE journal article
or conference paper in the IEEE Xplore®
digital library.
Simply choose the subscription that’s
right for you:

IEEE Member Digital Library

IEEE Member Digital Library Basic

Designed for the power researcher who
needs a more robust plan. Access all the
IEEE content you need to explore ideas
and develop better technology.

Created for members who want to stay
up-to-date with current research. Access IEEE
content and rollover unused downloads for
12 months.

• 25 article downloads every month

• 3 new article downloads every month

Get the latest technology research.
Try the IEEE Member Digital Library—FREE!
www.ieee.org/go/trymdl
IEEE Member Digital Library is an exclusive subscription available only to active IEEE members.
12-PIM-0430b MDL 2 Options-Free Trial-Final.indd 1
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IEEE Photonics Society - Call for Nominations

IEEE Photonics Society 2015 Awards
Nomination deadline: 5 APRIL 2015
Nomination Form

Previous Recipients

The Aron Kressel Award is given to recognize those individuals who have made important contributions to
opto-electronic device technology. The device technology cited is to have had a significant impact on their applications
in major practical systems. The intent is to recognize key contributors to the field for developments of critical
components, which lead to the development of systems enabling major new services or capabilities. These
achievements should have been accomplished in a prior time frame sufficient to permit evaluation of their lasting
impact. The work cited could have appeared in the form of publications, patents products, or simply general recognition
by the professional community that the individual cited is the agreed upon originator of the advance upon which the
award decision is based. The award may be given to an individual or group, up to three in number. The award is
administered by the Aron Kressel Awards Committee and presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The Engineering Achievement Award is given to recognize an exceptional engineering contribution that has had a
significant impact on the development of lasers or electro-optics technology or the commercial application of
technology within the past ten years. It may be given to an individual or a group for a single contribution of significant
work in the field. The intention is to recognize some significant engineering contribution which has resulted in
development of a new component, a new processing technique, or a new engineering concept which has had a
significant impact in either bringing a new technology to the market, significantly improving the manufacturability of a
component or device, or creating a new technology which will greatly accelerate or stimulate R&D. No candidate shall
have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of the IEEE or the
Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The Quantum Electronics Award is given for exceptional and outstanding technical contributions that have had a
major impact in the fields of quantum electronics and lasers and electro-optics. This award is given for truly excellent
and time-tested work in any of the fields of interest of the Photonics Society. It may be given to an individual or to a
group for a single outstanding contribution or for a long history of significant technical work in the field. No candidate
shall have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of the IEEE or
the Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The William Streifer Scientific Achievement Award is given to recognize an exceptional single scientific
contribution, which has had a significant impact in the field of lasers and electro-optics in the past ten years. The award
is given for a relatively recent, single contribution, which has had a major impact on the Photonics Society research
community. It may be given to an individual or a group for a single contribution of significant work in the field. No
candidate shall have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of
the IEEE or the Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
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Membership
Shining Light onto the Field of Photonics
IEEE Photonics Society Outreach Activities for IYL 2015
The IEEE Photonics Society is excited to be a founding
partner of the International Year of Light (IYL2015) to
support the IYL2015 mission of raising awareness of the
importance of light-based technologies in improving our
quality of life in aspects such as health, communications, and
the environment.
IYL2015 also recognizes the history of light in the universe. 2015 is of particular historical significance for IPS since
it commemorates the 50th anniversary of the creation of the
Quantum Electronics Council which would eventually become
the IEEE Photonics Society.
IPS is supporting and developing a number outreach programs throughout 2015:
• Educational initiatives: Summer Schools and Student
Outreach Ambassador programs to introduce young minds
to the light sciences and provide opportunities to sustain
their interest and cultivate their talents.
• Community outreach: IYL Chapter Challenges,
Interactive Luminary Series and Women in Photonics events
to improve public awareness, address issues of gender
balance in STEM and expand the understanding of the
role light-based technologies play in the daily lives of all
citizens.
• Humanitarian activities: Collaborations with SolarAid and a US DoE Solar Decathlon team to bring
critical lighting resources to the developing world
and increase the demand for intelligent, sustainable
environments, like Smart Living Spaces, that reduce
environmental impact.
As the advocates representing IPS around the world, our
members are playing a key role in IYL2015. We invite you to
join us in supporting this global initiative and help the spread
the word about why light matters.
If you are interested in volunteering for any of the projects
mentioned above, please email Lauren Mecum, IPS Membership Development Specialist, at l.mecum@ieee.org for more
information.
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Get to Know the AVP of Education:
Dr. Lukas Chrostowski
Lukas Chrostowski will
serve as the Associate Vice
President (AVP) of Education on the IEEE Photonics
Society’s newly restructured
Membership Council.
Chrostowski’s strategic
goal is to devise and direct
a comprehensive educational plan to meet the
growing demands of photonics in research, science & industry. His main focus is to develop more professional development opportunities for members,
with a special emphasis on students.
In 2015, in collaboration with the International Year
of Light, Chrostowski is concentrating on growing IPS’ professional web resources, i.e. online courses, WebX Talks, Live
Chats, from scientific application to soft skills. He will also
help lead our Summer School and Student O
 utreach Ambassador programs, which have been designed to introduce
young minds to the light sciences and provide programs to
sustain their interest and cultivate their talents.
Recently as AVP of Education, Chrostowski led a Silicon
Photonics Workshop at the 2014 IEEE Photonics Conference
in San Diego this past October. He instructed more than 80
participants in a short course intended to teach industry professionals and academics how to design passive silicon photonic

devices using analytic and advanced numerical techniques. After the workshop, the attendees had 2 weeks to fabricate their
designs by using Ebeam lithography + automated testing. The
course also had an online forum component that allowed peers to
provide feedback during its duration. The Membership Council
hopes to use this successful interactive, educational model at
future conferences and workshops in the photonics community.
If you are interested in volunteering for the educational initiatives led by Christowski, noted above, email
PhotonicsSociety@ieee.org to learn more.

Back ground
Dr. Lukas Chrostowski received his BEng in Electrical Engineering from McGill University in 1998, and a PhD in electrical engineering and computer science from the University
of California, Berkeley, in 2004. He joined the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of British Columbia, in 2005.
Chrostowski’s research interests are in optoelectronics and
nano-photonics. He is interested in the design, modeling, and
nanofabrication of lasers, with an emphasis on Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs), for applications in high-speed
optical communications, optical interconnects and biophotonics.
He is also researching silicon photonic integrated circuits (PICs).
Chrostowski is the co-director of the Advanced Materials
and Process Engineering Laboratory (AMPEL) Nanofabrication Facility (ANF).

2014 Chapter Award Winners
The IEEE Photonics Society Chapter Awards were established
to honor the achievements and educational activities conducted by our chapters around the world. Our chapters enrich our
organization with innovative ideas and provide society members with valuable professional growth and networking opportunities at a local level.
To formally recognize the professional and volunteer contributions of our chapters and chairs, each year the IPS Membership Council honors select chapters in good standing with the
following chapter awards:

IPS Chapter of the Year Award: Italy Chapter

Workshop on Spatio-temporal Complexity in Optical
Fibers.
The chapter also featured and supported progressive lectures on innovative topics, like “Fiber Based Platform for Biosensing”, “The Long March of Silicon Photonics”, “Evolution
of Access and Transport Networks” and “Nano-motors and
Sensors Realized with Plasmonic Particles”.
Best practices of the Italy Chapter when organizing major
conferences:
• Choosing cutting edge topics that don’t conflict with
existing events.
• Budget attentively, targeting a 20% surplus.

The Italy Chapter achieved this highest honor through the
quality of programming, innovative membership development
techniques, original workshops/conferences and community
involvement.
The chapter has 132 society members who help organize
over 65 technical meetings a year and 5 major conferences,
i.e. FONTONICA 2014, Mediterranean Photonics Conference, European Conference on Networks and Optical Communications, Bio-photonics Conference and international
40
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• Vital collaborations with local institutions and adoption of
an Executive Committee within the chapter that oversees
the strategic direction of the chapter’s activities.
• Choosing attractive venues, but within a reasonable expense.
• Expand your reach in the community and design talks for
multiple audiences, i.e. researchers, academics, manufactures, analysts and investors in the sector.
• Encourage participation of students; don’t be afraid to seek
help from your constituents.

IPS Senior Member Initiative Award: Bangalore
The Bangalore Chapter achieved this high honor for their
success of enhancing their Senior Members’ professional

development by conducting educational workshops and increasing volunteer opportunities for members as they transition from members to leaders.
To drive volunteer engagement and collaborations with
other chapters throughout India, the Bangalore Chapter has
taken the initiative to help form a Hyderabad Section and IPS
India Council. This section will help local chapters collaborate
across the region. Their program aims to conduct workshops
every quarter in remote areas, where there usually is very little access to education and experts from urban centers. Senior
members, fellows and experts from Bangalore travel to give
lectures and spread photonics awareness across India.

IPS Most Improved Chapter Award: Houston
The Houston-Rice Chapter received this high honor for their
chapter revitalization efforts. The chapter was inactive and
revived during the Spring of 2013 under the leadership of
Dr. Isabell Thomann. Since then, they regained their meeting attendance of 137 society members in the area and hold
regular monthly meetings. This year they organized 3 high
profile technical talks, averaging 60 attendees, and held social
events with other sister societies and university departments to
mutually support photonics events in the Houston area. The
Houston Chapter’s goal is to provide a platform to introduce
new science and career paths to students.
The chapter brought in international speakers to talk on:
Solar Highways - Core-Shell Nanowires for High-efficiency
Solar Conversion
Engineering Semiconductor Nanowires for Light Sensing
and Solar Fuel Application
Distinguished Lecturer Talk: Confessions of a Serial Entrepreneur: 30 Years of Photonics start-ups in Academia and Industry

IPS Most Innovative Chapter Award:
Singapore

Best practices:
• Provide professional development opportunities for
student members along with financial support (e.g. travel
grants) to encourage active participation.
• Hold one team building, social event (non-technical) every
month to encourage more students to join IPS family.
• On average hold 2 to 3 technical seminars each month.
The topics cover various areas in photonics research including laser, advanced material, nonlinear optics, communication, nano-photonics, etc.
• Strong partnership with local photonics industry –
organize industry visits to local companies to organizing
career fairs.

Largest Membership Increase Award:
Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Chapter achieved this high honor for their
success increasing chapter member engagement, regular meeting attendance and student engagement.
The chapter is known for their innovative meetings and
annual Postgraduate Conference that includes 30+ technical
talks, daily networking events and an awards ceremony. An
average 60 student participate. The Hong Kong Chapter also
enriches their regular meetings with bi-monthly postgraduate
seminars, coupled with lab visits to the host institutions.

The Singapore Chapter achieved this high honor through the
chapter’s success in implementing best practices and innovative
community engagement tactics used to improve IPS’s impact in
the photonics field. The chapter is known for holding innovative
events from conferences to social events for students. The committee members work closely with the Singapore Section, local Student Chapters and the government/industry to hold joint events.
The Singapore Chapter held 38 major events in total this
year, including 27 academic/technical workshops and 11 social
events which are open to both members and n on-members.
December 2014
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IPS Newsletter Story Submissions
Does your chapter have an
interesting story to share?
Over the years the IEEE Photonics Society
(IPS) has come across many wonderful
stories about our chapters' experiences all
around the world. Moving forward, we'd
like to feature these stories in the print &
electronic IEEE Photonics Newsletter.
The chapters of IPS help advance our
mission of representing the laser,
optoelectronics and photonics
community. You are the advocates and
driving force of our society and we want to
hear from you!






Did your chapter hold a recent,
innovative event you are proud to
share?
Is your chapter actively involved in the
community, promoting the photonics
profession or breakthroughs in the
field?
How does your chapter educate students and foster professional growth?

Stories about your chapter’s activities can
help spark new ideas for other chapters!

How to submit an article to
the IPS Newsletter:
IPS will feature 1-2 stories in the
bi-monthly newsletter and share
chapters' best practices via
e-blast monthly. If you have a
story to tell, submit an article with
pictures, video, etc.
to ipsnewsletter@ieee.org
Attention: Lisa Manteria.
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Please note: That by submitting a
story you agree to have it featured
in IPS material, such as membership
and recruitment publications. For
more information, please review the
newsletter Submission Guidelines.
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IEEE Photonics Society launched Women in
Photonics initiative at IPC 2014
The IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC) that was held
in San Diego, October 12-16, 2014, featured a special networking event to celebrate the launch of the
IEEE Photonics Society’s (IPS) Women in Photonics initiative as well as the 20th anniversary of IEEE
Women in Engineering (WIE).
In the early 1990s being a woman engineer was,
if nothing else, isolating. Women made up only 7
percent of electrical engineers. One of the places
where women engineers did find themselves welcome was IEEE. Although only about 7 p ercent
of the members were women, they were active in
IEEE’s 
societies: editing publications, chairing
committees, and traveling as distinguished lecturers. The organization also had several women who
Dalma Novak, IPS President
held top leadership positions, including 1993 IEEE
President and Fellow Martha Sloan—the first woman to hold that position. (© The Institute)
IEEE has come a long way since then. There
are now more than 450 Women in Engineering
affinity groups around the world. The IEEE Photonics Society has and continues to be guided by
several women leaders, two Society Presidents,
1993 LEOS President Suzanne R. Nagel and
2014-2015 IPS President Dalma Novak, Editorin-Chiefs, Associate Editors, Conference Chairs,
and Council Members. Consistent with the IEEE
WIE’s mission of facilitating the global recruitment and retention of women in engineering
and STEM, the goal of the Women in Photonics
program is to create and promote activities that
support the participation, engagement, and advancement of women in the photonics and optics
community.
Arti Agarwal, AVP of Women in Photonics
The evening event offered an inclusive networking environment to over 130 attendees. Dalma
Novak, IPS President and Arti Agarwal, IPS Associate Vice
both members and leaders and encourage the next generation
President (AVP) of Women in Photonics, gave a presentation
of women in photonics.
designed to help diversify the spirit of photonics innovation
For those interested in volunteering for the Women in
and collaboration. The goals of the Women in Photonics iniPhotonics initiative, email Lauren Mecum, IPS Membership
tiative are to increase the participation of women in IPS as
Development Specialist, at l.mecum@ieee.org.
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Additional Pictures from Women in Photonics Reception
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Why Women are Under-represented
in Science and Engineering
Confidence, stereotyped language and visibility are all factors
that hold women back
Written By: Julia King
Aston University’s vice chancellor Professor Julia King is
regularly called upon to advise government on education and
technology issues. She was also involved in the Women in Science symposium at Murray Edwards College, University of
Cambridge.

1. Confidence
From early school days to a career, confidence matters a
great deal. When we start gender conditioning in childhood, by labelling dolls for girls and Lego for boys, for
example, the seed is planted that hands-on, practical activities are not for girls. We are also sending them the message that, when it comes to these activities, society has no
confidence in them.
Evidence shows that for a successful career confidence matters as much as competence. This disappoints me. Quality
should be noticed without having to shout about it. In my
experience, female peers feel the same way too and this influences and drives their behavior: if they do a good job, this will
be noticed and promotion will come when they are ready. They
also tend to underestimate their abilities and predict they will
do worse in tests than they actually do. On average, men exhibit the opposite traits.
When an Institute of Leadership and Management survey
of UK managers asked them how confident they felt, 50% of
female respondents reported self-doubt about job performance
and careers, while less than 30% of men gave similar responses.
This is the “impostor syndrome” at work: the feeling “I got
here by accident; I am not really up to this job.”

2. Language
Words are powerful, and feeling excluded by language can have
a lasting cultural impact. We hear it every day in generalized
speech without questioning it: scientists are “he”, engineers are
unwaveringly men. For example, students hear careers advisers
or teachers talking about he the welder and she the hairdresser
all the time. With our unconscious bias towards male and female
jobs, we make women in science and engineering invisible.
A 2011 study by the Institute of Physics called It’s Different for Girls found that independent girls’ schools sent four
times more girls on to do A-level physics than co-ed schools.
The lack of male versus female subjects may well have been a
factor in this increase.
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In the workplace the language women use and identify
with inadvertently holds them back too. Women tend to use
more cautious, less aggressive language, and often apologize
for what they are about to say, eg “This isn’t quite my subject
area, but perhaps you might consider …” This can be interpreted as weakness and makes what they say easier to dismiss
or ignore.

3. Visibility
Whether we like it or not, we are all product of our upbringing and surroundings. To understand that science and
engineering careers are realistic options, women need to see
the evidence that those they identify with, people like them,
can and do succeed. They also need to know that the people
around them see science and engineering as valid choices for
them.
Role models are really important, even though the messages
may be subliminal. I’m not just talking about seeing female
experts on TV – although they are certainly a positive influence – I’m also talking about the influence of parents, family
members, teachers and peers.
If parents see science and engineering jobs as good career
options for their daughters, it follows that their daughters will
too. If schools reinforce the message and provide more information and advice, young women are able to make positive,
informed choices. If employers make the workplace more accessible to women we retain women in science and engineering
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careers. This could develop into a virtuous circle, with mums
in science or engineering jobs becoming role models to their
children, and companies playing their part by contributing to
students’ careers experience in school.

4. Feminism
I’m talking about the kind of feminism Emma Watson’s rightly
supported in her now famous UN HeForShe speech. If we as a
society aim for equality in science, technology, engineering and
maths (STEM) careers and stop thinking in terms of a gender
divide, we can start to even up the balance to the benefit of individuals and businesses.
The women’s business council report makes the point that
while women need work, work also needs women. By equalizing the labor force participation rates of men and women, the
UK could increase GDP per capita growth by 10% in 2030.

5. Catch-22
Unfortunately there is a catch to all this. Imagining that women overcome the many cultural barriers we’ve created to enter
STEM careers, in my opinion women are penalized for being
“too confident”, whereas it’s acceptable behavior in their male
colleagues. We need to change this too.
At the Women in Science symposium at Cambridge University’s Murray Edwards College, it was great to hear young
sixth form girls presenting their ideas and solutions, alongside
experts. Their involvement in these issues is the key to turning
a corner on points 1–4 and to finally getting rid of catch-22.
Blog Article from 20 October 2014 ©Guardian News

Delivered via the IEEE Learning Management System
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Member Spotlight
Inventors of Blue LED Win Nobel Prize in Physics
IEEE Photonics Society Members become Nobel Laureates

Photos: Jonathan Nackstrand/
AFP/Getty Images
© Copyright 2014 IEEE Spectrum

Taking a more practical turn, the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences has awarded this year’s Nobel Prize in Physics to three
inventors of the blue light-emitting diode. Isamu Akasaki and
Hiroshi Amano, IEEE Photonics Society members from the
University of Nagoya, and Shuji Nakamura, past IEEE Photonics Society Distinguished Lecturer from Nichia Chemicals
in Tokushima, developed bright versions of the devices in the
late 1980s and early 1990s.
“Their inventions were revolutionary,” the Nobel Foundation said in a press release. “Incandescent light bulbs lit the
20th century; the 21st century will be lit by LED lamps.”
LEDs can produce as much as 300 lumens per watt of electrical input power, the press release goes on to note, nearly
20 times as much as incandescent bulbs yield and about four
times as much as that of fluorescent lamps. The greater efficiency could help conserve resources in a world where about a
quarter of the energy produced goes into lighting. In incandescent bulbs, light is almost an afterthought; the filaments are

Isamu Akasaki
Meijo University,
Nagoya, Japan
Nagoya University,
Japan

Hiroshi Amano
Nagoya University,
Japan

Shuji Nakamura
University of
california,
Santa Barbara,
CA, USA

e ssentially just big resistors and most of the energy is released
in the form of heat.
LEDs more directly convert electricity into photons. They
typically contain two layers of semiconducting materials, one
engineered to contain an excess of electrons and the other an
excess of holes (absences of electrons that act as positive charges). To make photons, the electrons from one side and holes
from the other are drawn together. They meet at a thin, active
layer between the two materials, where they join and release
energy in the form of photons.
In 1996, each of the Nobel Laureates were honored with the
IEEE Photonics Society Engineering Achievement Award for the
same honor. Award description reads, “For the technology breakthrough of making p-type gallium nitride, demonstrating very
bright blue light emitting diodes, and developing a commercial
LED product which is expected to have major impact in the display and other optoelectronic industries.” The three lighting luminaries have also won multiple IEEE awards, including the IEEE
Edison Medal and numerous IEEE Photonics Society Awards.
With the invention of these devices, engineers could now
create white light by using blue light to excite a phosphor or by
combining red, green, and blue devices. LEDs now light LCD
screens, are slowly pushing aside incandescent and fluorescent
lighting in homes and offices, and can be used to electronically
control color to better mimic the diurnal cycle. The blue LED
also formed the basis for a later invention – the blue semiconductor laser. Development on the blue LED has continued
steadily since its invention. One key challenge has been LED
droop, a drop in efficiency when currents are raised to produce
more light. Last year, a team of researchers claimed they’d found
the source of the droop, but others weren’t so confident. And
engineering a way to circumvent it is another matter.

2014 NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal:
Dr. Sarath Gunapala
Dr. Sarath Gunapala received the 2014 Outstanding Leadership Medal from NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Gunapala was honored for his sustained leadership and exceptional achievements as Senior Research Scientist
and Group Supervisor of the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Gunapala is a solid-state physicist and works primarily in
Quantum Well Infrared Photo Detecting. He is also an IEEE
Fellow and IEEE Photonics Society Member. He is a Board
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Member of Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector Technologies LLC and received the 2013 IEEE Aron Kressel Award,
“for pioneering contributions to the development of quantum
structures based infrared detectors and imaging focal plane
arrays.”
Gunapala received a BSc in physics from the University
of Colombo, Sri Lanka, a MS and PhD in Solid State Physics
from the University of Pittsburgh. Before NASA, he studied
December 2014

infrared properties of III-V compound semiconductor hetero-structures and the development of quantum well infrared
photodetectors (QWIP) for infrared imaging at AT&T Bell
Laboratories.

2014 Balthasar van der Pol Gold Medal:
Nader Engheta
Nader Engheta, H. Nedwill Ramsey
Professor of Electrical and Systems Engineering, is the recipient of the Balthasar
van der Pol Gold Medal from the International Union of Radio Science (URSI)
for “groundbreaking contributions and
innovations in electromagnetic theory
and applications of composite materials, metamaterials and nanoscale optics,
bio-inspired imaging and sensing, and material-based optical
nanocircuitry.” He received the award at a ceremony held in
Beijing, China on August 17, 2014.
Professor Engheta is the H. Nedwill Ramsey Professor
at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, with
affiliations in the Departments of Electrical and Systems
Engineering, Bioengineering, Physics and Astronomy, and
Materials Science and Engineering. He received his B.S. degree from the University of Tehran, and his M.S and Ph.D.
degrees from Caltech. Selected as one of the Scientific American Magazine 50 Leaders in Science and Technology in 2006
for developing the concept of optical lumped nanocircuits,
he is a Guggenheim Fellow, an IEEE Third Millennium
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 edalist, a Fellow of IEEE, American Physical Society (APS),
M
Optical Society of America (OSA), American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), and SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, and the recipient of
numerous awards for his research including, 2013 Benjamin
Franklin Key Award, 2013 Inaugural SINA Award in Engineering, 2012 IEEE Electromagnetics Award, 2008 George
H. Heilmeier Award for Excellence in Research, the Fulbright
Naples Chair Award, NSF Presidential Young Investigator
award, the UPS Foundation Distinguished Educator term
Chair, and several teaching awards including the Christian F.
and Mary R. Lindback Foundation Award, S. Reid Warren,
Jr. Award and W. M. Keck Foundation Award. His current
research activities span a broad range of areas including nanophotonics, metamaterials, nano-scale optics, graphene optics,
imaging and sensing inspired by eyes of animal species, optical nanoengineering, microwave and optical antennas, and
engineering and physics of fields and waves. He has co-edited
(with R. W. Ziolkowski) the book entitled “Metamaterials:
Physics and Engineering Explorations” by Wiley-IEEE Press,
2006. He was the Chair of the Gordon Research Conference
on Plasmonics in June 2012.

Women in Photonics Member of the Month:
Dr. Xiuling Li
Dr. Xiuling Li is a dedicated Senior
Member of the IEEE Photonics Society,
serving on the Board of Govenors as an
Elected Member for 2014-2016, a Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE Nanotechnology Council and Associate Editor
for the IEEE Photonics Journal.
Li received her B.S. degree form
Peking University and Ph.D. degree
from the University of California at Los Angeles. She joined
the faculty of the University of Illinois in 2007, after working at a startup company for six years. She is currently an
associate professor in the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering.
Her research interests are in the area of nanostructured
s emiconductor materials and devices. She has won the

NSF CAREER award (2008), DARPA Young Faculty Award
(2009), ONR Young Investigator Award (2011), the Dean’s
Award for Excellence in Research (2012), and Andrew T. Yang
Research Award (2013).
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Benefits of Membership
Join the IEEE Photonics Society
Stay on the cutting edge of photonics
 +PZJV\U[LKJVUMLYLUJLYLNPZ[YH[PVUH[SLHKPUN
PU[LYUH[PVUHS7OV[VUPJZ[LJOUPJHSJVUMLYLUJLZ

Get Connected,
Stay Informed:

 -YLLVUSPULHJJLZZ[V7OV[VUPJZ:VJPL[`1V\YUHSZ·
7;318,1:;8,13;HUK;OL1V\YUHSVM7OV[V]VS[HPJZ

PhotonicsSociety.org
@IEEEPhotonics

 2SHQDFFHVVSXEOLVKLQJPHPEHUGLVFRXQWGLVFRXQW
  IRU3KRWRQLFV6RFLHW\PHPEHUV

Facebook.com/
PhotonicsSociety

 -YLLWYPU[Z\IZJYPW[PVU[V[OL7OV[VUPJZ:VJPL[`»Z
IPTVU[OS`UL^ZSL[[LY

PhotonicsConferences.org

 -YLLVUSPULHJJLZZ[VHSS7OV[VUPJZ:VJPL[`ZWVUZVYLK
JVUMLYLUJLWYVJLLKPUNZ

PhotonicsJournal.org

Network with other photonics professionals
 (JJLZZ[OL7OV[VUPJZ:VJPL[`»ZVUSPULTLTILYZOPWKPYLJ[VY`
 ,UNHNL^P[OTVYL[OHUWOV[VUPJZWYVMLZZPVUHSZ
HUK0,,,TLTILYZPUJV\U[YPLZ
 1VPUVULVMTVYL[OHUSVJHSJOHW[LYZ^VYSK^PKL

Enhance your education/professional development
 9LJLP]LZWLJPHSZ[\KLU[YH[LZMVYTLTILYZOPW
JVUMLYLUJLZHUKQV\YUHSZ
 )LJVTLLSPNPISLMVY[OL7OV[VUPJZ.YHK\H[L:[\KLU[-LSSV^ZOPW
 7HY[PJPWH[LPU0,,,»Z.63+WYVNYHT.YHK\H[LZ6M[OL3HZ[+LJHKL

Advance your professional success with the prestige
of IEEE membership
 )LJVTLLSPNPISLMVYWYLZ[PNPV\ZPUK\Z[Y`
H^HYKZYLJVNUP[PVUWYVNYHTZ
 ,_WSVYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYWHY[PJPWH[PVUVUWYVNYHT
JVTTP[[LLZHUKLKP[VYPHSIVHYKZ
 9LJLP]LZ\WLYPVYMPUHUJPHSILULMP[ZHUKZLY]PJLZ^P[O0,,,
TLTILYZOPWPUJS\KPUNJYLKP[JHYKZPUZ\YHUJL[YH]LS
HUKMPUHUJPHSWSHUUPUN

445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08855
+1-732-981-0060
PhotonicsSociety@ieee.org
www.photonicssociety.org
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IEEE Photonics Society Honors Recently
Elevated Senior Members
The following IEEE Photonics Society Members (IPS) have been
elevated to senior member from May 2014 to October 2014:

Idelfonso Tafur
Monroy
Denmark

Amir Hossein
Nejadmalayeri
South Korea

Wim Bogaerts
Belgium

Not Pictured

Benjamin G Lee
Usa

P Susthitha
Menon
Malaysia

Leonid
Belostotski
Canada

Keith Wilson
usa

K R Suresh Nair
India

Jagannath Nayak
India

Juan Vegas
Olmos
Denmark

Shadi Alboon
Jordan

Alan Fisher
Usa

Ran Hao
China

Nghia NguyenHuu
Canada

Demetris L
Geddis
Usa
Kafai Lai
Usa

Pavel Margulis
Israel

Moulay Akhloufi
Canada

Makoto Yamada
Japan

Michael Connelly
Ireland

The IEEE Photonics Society congratulates you for this high honor!
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How to Become a Senior Member
Senior member is the highest grade for which IEEE members
can apply.
IEEE members can self-nominate, or be nominated, for senior
member grade.
To be eligible for application or nomination, candidates
must:
• be engineers, scientists, educators, technical executives, or
originators in IEEE-designated fields;
• have experience reflecting professional maturity;
• have been in professional practice for at least ten years;
• show significant performance over a period of at least five
of their years in professional practice.
A checklist of Senior Member eligibility guidelines and application deadlines, can be found here: http://bit.ly/1q7k4cW

Benefits of Senior Membership
• Recognition: The professional recognition of your peers
for technical and professional excellence.
• Senior member plaque: Since January 1999, all newly
elevated Senior members have received an engraved Senior
Member plaque to be proudly displayed for colleagues,
clients and employers to see. The plaque, an attractive fine
wood with bronze engraving, is sent within six to eight
weeks after elevation.
• US$25 coupon: IEEE will recognize all newly elevated
Senior members with a coupon worth up to US$25. This
coupon can be used to join one new IEEE society. The
coupon expires on 31 December of the year in which it is
received.

• Letter of commendation: A letter of commendation will
be sent to your employer on the achievement of senior
member grade (upon the request of the newly elected
Senior member).
• Announcements: Announcement of elevation can
be made in section/society and/or local newsletters,
newspapers and notices.
• Leadership Eligibility: Senior members are eligible to
hold executive IEEE volunteer positions.
• Ability to refer other candidates: Senior members
can serve as a reference for other applicants for senior
membership.
• Review panel: Senior members are invited to be on the
panel to review senior member applications.
• US$25 referral coupon: Newly elevated Senior members
are encouraged to find the next innovators of tomorrow
and invite them to join IEEE. Invite them to join and the
new IEEE member will receive $25 off their first year of
membership.
• Awards: Every year the IEEE Photonics Society awards
one chapter that highly encourages member-grade
advancements with their local community. The award
aims to promote networking and education opportunities; encourage membership grade advancement within
the society; simplify the application process for members;
offer financial incentives and increased benefits for senior
membership participants. The society honors the chapter
with an honorarium of $200, which this presented annually at the IEEE Photonics Conference.

Thousands have signed up for a service to help them land jobs
It’s been less than a year since the launch of IEEE’s RésuméLab, an online program that helps with the many tasks needed
for landing a job. Free to IEEE members, the program can help
them write better résumés and cover letters, improve their interview skills, and create personal Web pages.
More than 5,000 members have signed up for the service
since it launched in January.
Member Gary Hazard said RésuméLab helped him land his
latest job as a quality assurance engineer for a telecommunications
firm. The service not only helped him polish his existing résumé,
he said, but also gave him a way to show off his skills and credentials to potential employers. He used RésuméLab’s Web page tool,
which lets members create custom pages where they can display
their résumés, portfolios, cover letters, and links to social media
accounts such as Facebook and LinkedIn. “It’s an excellent, inexpensive way to increase your Web presence,” Hazard says.
Student Member Ritesh Reddy, a computer science major
in his senior year at University of the West Indies, in Kingston,
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Members Put IEEE RésuméLab to Work

Jamaica, says he found RésuméLab “immensely helpful.” He
learned of the program through IEEE Potentials, the magazine
for student members. “It helped me whip up my first résumé
December 2014

in minutes,” he says. “It also gave me examples of what to include in each section, tailored to my field, so I had a much
better idea of how to present myself on paper.”
Another feature Reddy found helpful was the interview
tool, which displays questions that a candidate might be asked
and offers suggestions for how to respond. You can then practice and record your answers using a computer’s microphone
and Web camera. “RésuméLab has really guided me in my
search so I could put my best foot forward when entering the
job market,” he says.

Member P.K. Gokul, a recent EE graduate, says he likes the
way RésuméLab’s templates and tools helped him create “a highquality résumé with no errors.” Although he is still looking, he
says, “it’s really made me confident as I search for my first job.”
You can register for the service by signing in with your IEEE
account. From there, you can create a profile, upload a résumé
if you have one and get tips on how to improve it, compile a
list of your qualifications using the skills assessment tool, and
use other features to help prepare yourself for the next step in
your career.

Networking With Purpose
If you’re unemployed and looking to get back into the work
force, or just want to take the next step in your career, networking is important. But even if you have a job, and are happy
with it, that doesn’t diminish the value of building a strong
professional network. Your contacts can prove to be a priceless
source of unadvertised job leads. Cultivating, generously supporting, and managing your relationships can open doors to
new opportunities.
Here are eight ways to connect with and leave a lasting impression on people who could help you attain your career goals.
1) Determine which industry or type of employer would
be the best fit for you, and where you most want to
work.
2) Take stock of what makes you valuable, including your
skills, knowledge, talent, professional relationships,
and work experience.
3) Position yourself as the go-to expert in your job. Share
your success stories with those you are networking
with to confirm your ability to meet challenges, reduce
costs, increase revenue, and improve processes.
4) Make sure to practice your elevator pitch in which you
succinctly state your work experience, demonstrate your
value, and express what you are looking for in a job.
5) Make sure your contacts have easy access to your
résumé, LinkedIn profile, white papers you’ve written,
and other resources.
6) Participate in virtual and in-person events such as job
fairs so that you can meet—and promote yourself to—
new contacts.
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Eight ways to build stronger relationships

7)

8)

Be patient. Don’t expect instant results; relationships
take time. Not all networking interactions will be
immediately rewarding, but they may lead to a great
opportunity down the line.
Don’t ignore or abandon relationships. The next time
you find yourself in the job market or one of your
contacts needs help, you should be able to rely on
each other, and not first have to reestablish a connection. Once you are part of an inner circle, nurture your
relationships to create a loyal, mutually beneficial
network. If you don’t, you will find yourself playing
catch-up while other job seekers are privy to the inside
information that could have been yours. Networking
is forever.
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IEEE ResumeLab
Helping IEEE members gain a competitive
edge in the employment process.

IEEE ResumeLab is an online service that allows IEEE members
to develop a resume or curriculum vitae using specialized
tools tailored for each step of the job seeking process.

Resumes/Curriculum Vitae
- Select from a wide array of templates geared toward specific
industries, sectors and work experience stages.

Letters
- From cover letter to post-interview thank you letter, ensure
optimal communication throughout the hiring process.

Skills Assessment
- Highlight the skills that you possess, your competency
in those skills, and what makes your experience
with these skills unique.

Mock Interviews
- Prepare for the real thing by selecting an interviewer
and the type of questions they’ll ask.
- Choose to record your interview for evaluation
and feedback.

Video Resumes
- Record custom video messages for potential employers.

Portfolios
- Upload and organize your past work to present to
potential employers.

Share Online
- Publish and share everything you create on a publicly
viewable website.

Visit IEEE ResumeLab to learn more - www.ieee.org/resumelab
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IEEE memberNet: New IEEE Member
Directory Opens Doors to Networking
IEEE has replaced the old Member Directory with an online search and networking
tool, called the IEEE memberNet. This new tool will allow members to connect
with technical peers and engineering experts worldwide with more ease.
IEEE memberNet users can search for members of Societies to which they belong.
The same applies for the IEEE Standards Association and Women in Engineering. By
default, the name and membership grade of all IEEE members appear in the memberNet. Information beyond name and membership grade must be opted-in by each
member.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Included with IEEE membership, at no additional cost.
Online-only network that connects IEEE members world-wide.
Enables networking by technical and geographic affiliations, affinities, and more.
Flexible search tool that has multiple criteria and advanced search options.
Expand your networks by learning more about additional memberships and related societies.
‘myNetworks’ personalization to each member’s technical interests and involvement with IEEE.
memberNet Messaging allows members to communicate with each other while ensuring member privacy.

Respecting Member Privacy
•
•
•
•

Members have full discretion over what additional profile items may be found through the memberNet search feature.
All searchable profile information is managed by each member via memberNet opt-in preferences.
Information visible on a members profile page is managed via memberNet opt-in preferences as well.
Members can send secure e-mail messages to each other by selecting the “send a message” button.

Getting started
Get the most from your IEEE membership and stay connected with IEEE peers. Follow these steps to get started with IEEE
memberNet:
• Go to http://www.ieee.org/myieee and log in to myIEEE using your IEEE account info.
• Under the IEEE brand, in the upper right corner, select the “myProfile” link.
• Choose “My Opt-in Preferences” link on the top of memberNet window.
• Click on Edit icon found in the corner of each subsection to edit your information.
• You will be directed to log in to “The IEEE Shop”.
• Edit all of your information here and select the log out button when you are finished.
• Return to the “My Opt-in Preferences” page.
• Check each item you wish to share.
• Select the “Save opt-in Preferences” button.
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Conferences

IEEE Photonics Society
2015 Conferences
28th Annual Conference of the IEEE Photonics Society
4-8 October 2015
Hyatt Regency Reston, Reston, Virginia USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 4 May 2015
www.IPC-IEEE.org

OFC
22-26 March 2015
Los Angeles Conference Center, Los Angeles, California USA
www.OFCconference.org

4th Optical Interconnects Conference
19-22 April 2015
Wyndham San Diego Bayside, San Diego, California USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 15 January 2015
www.OI-IEEE.org

CLEO
10-15 May 2015
San Jose Convention Center, San Jose, California USA
www.CLEOconference.org

Summer Topicals Meeting Series
13-15 July 2015
British Colonial Hilton, Nassau Bahamas
Paper Submission Deadline: 16 March 2015
www.SUM-IEEE.org

12th International Conference on Group IV Photonics
25-28 August 2015
Vancouver, British Columbia Canada
Paper Submission Deadline: 20 March 2015
www.GFP-IEEE.org

12th Avionics Fiber-Optics & Photonics Conference
10-12 November 2015
The Fess Parker, Santa Barbara, California USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 10 June 2015
www.AVFOP-IEEE.org
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Call For Papers

optical interconnects

2015

4th IEEE Photonics Society Optical Interconnects Conference

Submission Deadline:
15 January

20-22 April
Wyndham San Diego Bayside
California USA
GenerAl Co-ChAirS:
Azita emami, Caltech, USA
Xuezhe Zheng, oracle, USA

ProGrAm Co-ChAirS:
Samuel Palermo, Texas A&m University, USA
Dominic Goodwill, huawei Technologies, Canada
lukas Chrostowski, The University of British Columbia, Canada

www.oi-ieee.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
www.Facebook.com/
PhotonicsSociety
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Summer
TopicalS
meeTing SerieS

2015
13-15 July

Submission Deadline: 13 march

general chair: Weidong Zhou

BriTiSH colonial HilTon
nassau, Bahamas
www.sum-ieee.org
www.photonicsconferences.org
www.photonicssociety.org
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IPC

2015

28th IEEE Photonics Conference

4-8
October
Hyatt Regency Reston
Reston, Virginia
USA

CALL FOR
PAPERS

General Chair
Martin Dawson
University of Strathclyde, Scotland

Submission
Deadline

Member-at-Large

4 May

Thomas Clark
JHU Applied Laboratory, USA

Program Chair
Hilmi Volkan Demir
NTU Singapore and Bilkent University, Turkey

www.IPC-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsConferences.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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2015
10-12 NOVEMBER

ThE FESS PARkER SANTA BARBARA
Santa Barbara, CA
uSA
www.AVFOP-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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IEEE Photonics
Society
Co-Sponosored
Events
Information
Technology
Solutions

2014
OPTIC

4-5 December 2014
International Conference on Optics and Photonics Taiwan
Taichung, Taiwan
Optic2014.conf.tw

COMMAD

14-17 December 2014
2014 Conference on Optoelectronic and Microelectronic
Materials & Devices
Perth, Australia

2015
PHOTOPTICS

13-15 March 2015
2015 International Conference on Photonics,
Optics and Laser Technology
Berlin, Germany
photoptics.org

APOS

20-22 May 2015
2015 5th Asia Pacific Optical Sensors Conference
Jeju, South Korea
apos2015.org

OECC

28 June – 2 July 2015
2015 Opto-Electronics and Communications Conference
Shanghai, China
oecc2015.sjtu.edu.cn

December 2014

OFC

22-26 March 2015
2015 Optical Fiber Communications
Conference and Exhibition
Los Angles, USA
ofcconference.org

PHM

22-25 June 2015
2015 IEEE Conference on Prognostics
and Health Management
phmconf.org

MOC

2015 20th Microoptics Conference
Fukuoka, Japan
comemoc.com/moc15
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Publications

Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Semiconductor Lasers
Submission Deadline: February 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: November/December 2015
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
Semiconductor Lasers.














Photonic crystal lasers
VCSELs
multi-segment and ring lasers
coupled semiconductor lasers
Silicon compatible/hybrid lasers
Grating controlled lasers
Sub-wavelength scale lasers
Plasmonic lasers
quantum cascade and interband Mid-IR lasers
THz lasers
quantum dot/wire lasers
lasers based on new materials













UV to visible lasers
high power and high-brightness lasers
VECSELs or disk lasers
communications lasers
tunable lasers
short pulse lasers
polariton lasers
high speed lasers
laser dynamics
laser modeling and simulation
semiconductor integrated optoelectronics

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Luke J. Mawst, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA. The Guest Editors of this issue
are Lukas Chrostowski, University of British Columbia, Canada, Ann Catrina Coleman, University of Texas at Dallas, USA,
Sven Hofling, University of St. Andrews, UK, Nobuhiko Nishiyama, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan, Leon Shterengas,
State University of New York at Stony Brook, USA
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by
the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the
same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly
stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Organic Nanophotonics
Submission Deadline: April 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: January/February 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Organic
Nanophotonics. The purpose of this issue is to document recent progress and trends in the development of leading-edge organic
photonics on a nanoscale. This issue highlights organic photonic devices with small molecular and/or polymeric organic
semiconductors, which are fabricated by employing nanotechnology processes, for various potential applications related to
information technology, energy technology, and biomedical technology. The solicited areas include (but are not limited to):


Organic Nanophotonic Devices



Organic Nanophotovoltaic Devices



Organic Nanophotosensor Devices



Organic Nanolighting Devices



Organic Nanolaser Devices



Organic Nanomaterials for Photonic Devices

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Youngkyoo Kim, Kyungpook National University, Republic of Korea.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by
the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the
same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly
stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Optical Waveguides: Technologies and Applications
Submission Deadline: June 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: March/April 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area
of Design Algorithms for Optical Fibres.. The purpose of this issue is to document recent progress and trends in the
development of leading-edge optical waveguide technologies through a collection of original and invited papers ranging
from fundamental research to advanced applications. The solicited areas include (but are not limited to):

•
•
•
•

Waveguide theory and techniques
Design of optical fibers for communications
Design of holey fibers
Nonlinear effects in optical waveguides

•
•
•
•

Waveguides for optical signal processing
Waveguides for sensing applications
High power waveguides
Particle accelerator waveguides

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Anthony C. Boucouvalas, University of Peloponnese, Greece. The Guest
Editors are Levi Schachter, Technion, Israel, Stuart Walker, University of Essex, UK, Alan Willner, University of
Southern California, USA, and Mike Zervas, Southampton University, UK.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being
uploaded by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them
and are fully citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on
IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned
to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed
paper). Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of
all authors are mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and
previously published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of
similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Nanobiophotonics
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area
of Nanobiophotonics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in the
development of leading-edge nanobiophotonics technologies. Areas of interest include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultrahigh-resolution nanoimaging and nanoscopy beyond the diffraction limit in the nanoscale range
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uploaded by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them
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For inquiries, please contact:
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www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
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Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and
previously published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of
similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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